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Introduction

The City of Marshall is a small east central Illinois
community that prides itself on its good schools,
safe neighborhoods and strong spiritual fellowship.
It is called home by nearly 4,000 people who enjoy
shopping, working, socializing, and learning each
day in their community. The City of Marshall serves
as the County seat of Clark County, Illinois.

This Plan is not a prediction of the future or a
schedule of goals and objectives guaranteed for
implementation. It is a guide for decision-making
processes in order to enhance and grow the City of
Marshall while sustaining or increasing the level of
services the City provides for its population. This
plan is meant for implementation over the course
of 30 years.

The City of Marshall began the comprehensive
planning process in 2013,
when awarded a grant
through the IKE Disaster
Recovery Planning Program
(IKE-PLP). The IKE recovery
program is named for
Hurricane Ike, the 2008
disaster that ranks among
the costliest hurricanes to
make landfall in the U.S. The
hurricane caused flooding
that had significant negative
impacts on the City of
Marshall. The City applied
for this funding in 2012 and
was notified of its award in
February of 2013.

A successful Plan is evident
through the management
and implementation of the
document and the goals and
objectives contained within.
The responsibility of
implementation lies with the
City of Marshall Council and
staff and the other
organizations it partners
with to provide adequate
services and resources to its
residents, both residential
and business.
This Plan should be revisited
every two years and amended based on changes in
community needs and goals and objectives
implemented. Census data, projections and other
assessment information should be revised when
newer information is available. For example,
following the release of the 2020 Census or
impactful changes to the economy including the
loss or gain of a major employer.

This Plan is based on information collected through
extensive efforts in order to make assessments,
identify trends, and formulate strategies in the
areas of infrastructure, economic development,
parks/recreation, natural resources, “Green”
initiatives, future land use, housing, public facilities
& services, public safety & hazards, education,
cultural & historic resources and community &
regional initiatives. As a grant requirement, the
plan also includes an impact analysis of the 2008
flood, policies to address the needs arising from
the disaster, and strategies designed to mitigate or
minimize future disaster damage.
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Planning Process & Public
Participation

Sub-Committees were formed: Infrastructure,
Economic Development, Parks & Recreation,
Natural Resources, Green Initiatives, Future Land
Use/Housing, Public Facilities & Services, Public
Safety & Hazards, Education, Cultural & Historic
Resources, Community & Regional Initiatives, and
2008 Flood. Each Sub-Committee met and
discussed current conditions and needed actions to
be taken for the future. All Sub-Committee
Meeting Notes that include attendees have been
included in Appendix A. Planning Success LLC then
used this information collected to develop goals
and objectives on that particular topic and took to
the Steering Committee to make the final
determination on what was to be actually included
in the Plan.

The first step in developing this plan was for the
City Council to formally adopt the Comprehensive
Plan Steering Committee that was charged with
overseeing the entire process. This Committee
included 25 members. The Steering Committee has
been named on the Acknowledgement page of this
Plan. This group included the Mayor, Aldermen and
City staff, along with representatives from the
church, education, civic organizations, business,
banking, public safety, and historic communities.
This group also consisted of individuals
representing underserved segments of the
Marshall population.
Historically, the residents living in the southeast
and a portion of the southwest side of Marshall are
underserved segments of the population. This area
is comprised of mainly residential areas that once
served as the heart of the City. Now development
occurs on the north side of Marshall, therefore the
maintenance and expansion of the infrastructure
systems are more- focused in this area, while the
south portion of the City remains in its current,
aged state. The residents in this underserved area
also represent the highest concentration of low to
moderate income households, another largely
underserved portion of the population.

The community was invited to attend a Community
Visioning Session on April 16, 2013 at 6:30 p.m. at
Harlan Hall to learn more about the planning
process and to assist in identifying issues and
developing a vision for the plan. The sign in sheet
and materials from this event are included in
Appendix A.
The community was also invited to complete a
community survey. A summary of the results is
included in Appendix A. These survey results were
used as a guide in developing the goals and
objectives throughout this plan. The community
felt that Marshall’s infrastructure in some areas is a
weakness, including sidewalks, the lack of an
industrial park and the storm sewers. Overall,
participants felt that Marshall had a good business
climate. Most felt that the K-12 education system
is a significant strength to the community, but it
lacks in basic skills training, customized skills
training and technology skills training programs.
Respondents felt that Marshall lacks business
development resources, could use additional
recreational facilities inside the City limits, and
lacks organizational and leadership training
opportunities. The community lacks
recycling/resource recovery initiatives and does
not stress energy conservation. Many felt that

The Steering Committee met seven times over the
course of the planning process. It was charged with
developing a Public Participation Plan (found in
Appendix A), creating and approving the Vision
Statement for the Plan, developing the community
profile, reporting developments of the SubCommittees to the Steering Committee, finalizing
the goals and objectives to be included in the Plan,
assisting in identifying a timeline and funding
sources to execute the goals of the Plan, and
assisting Planning Success LLC in gathering the
necessary information in order to properly develop
the Plan document.
Many of the Steering Committee members
volunteered to chair a Sub-Committee. Twelve
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Marshall lacks attention toward smart or sensible
growth concepts and does not have a TIF District.
Most respondents fell that the manufacturing
industry is the most important for the continued
economic vitality of Marshall.
The City utilized the Marshall Area Youth Network
(MAYN) to collect responses and opinions of the
youth enrolled in its mentoring program. This
mentoring program includes children in grades
kindergarten through sixth that have been
identified by teachers and staff as "at risk".
These children are aligned with a mentor who
meets with him/her on a regular schedule for lunch
to assist in building a positive relationship with an
appropriate role model. The MAYN mentors
worked through an exercise that included five
questions with their mentees. The children
supplied responses to each of these questions. The
survey and results from the twenty-one
respondents are included in Appendix A.
Plan was then made accessible through the City’s
website and hard copies at City Hall and the
Marshall Public Library for citizens to review and
provide comments. Comments were received for
consideration in editing the document. These
comments were in regards to revising Objective
4.2.1 and 4.2.2 to reflect new information and
striking one objective from the plan. This Plan was
formally adopted by the City of Marshall Council on
January 27, 2014.

Another MAYN group is the Marshall Leadership
Team (MLT). This group includes high school
students who work on special projects throughout
the year to assist in building and developing
leadership skills and confidence. This group
performed an exercise, called "The Big Picture,"
and presented the results of this exercise to the
Steering Committee. Both "The Big Picture"
worksheet and the presentation are included in
Appendix A.

This plan is structured to first identify current
conditions, then display projected growth for the
next 20 years and finally, to show a comprehensive
list of goals and objectives that can be used to
guide the City into the future. The Community
Profile portion of this Plan includes current
conditions and projected growth. The Goals and
Objectives portion is simply that-goals and
objectives outlined to assist Marshall in future
growth and prosperity. The Future Land Use
section is included to show what suggested
changes to make to the current zoning ordinances
to accommodate and control future growth. The
Implementation section discusses the necessary
components for the development and
implementation of a successful plan.

The community was also invited to participate in a
Vision for Increased Commerce and Entertainment
(VOICE) Session at the Marshall Public Library on
November 7, 2013. This Session was used to collect
ideas and opinions on the current Marshall
business climate, retail offerings and the needs for
additional retail offerings. The results of this
Session will be discussed later in the Economic
Activity and Market Analysis portion of this plan.
Meeting notes are included in Appendix A.
The community was invited again to Harlan Hall on
December 11, 2013 for the Comprehensive Plan
Draft Reveal. The sign in sheet and materials from
this event are also included in Appendix A. The
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The Vision

The Vision of the City of Marshall is to maintain a community that prides itself in its low crime rate,
cleanliness, small hometown atmosphere, historic heritage and strong education system while encouraging
increased tourism, smart growth and efficient uses of land, resources, infrastructure, public facilities and
services.
The City of Marshall is accomplishing this Vision through:
Protecting its citizens through planning efforts designed to prevent or decrease the impacts of future
disasters;
Implementing public safety measures to ensure Marshall maintains its low crime rate, continues to
address safety issues and increases efficiency of emergency responders;
Partnering with other citizens, businesses, organizations and jurisdictions to provide citizenry with the
services they need and desire;
Maintaining and upgrading public facilities to continue providing resources effectively;
Maintaining and upgrading current infrastructure to provide the community with necessary and reliable
utilities and transportation venues;
Constructing new infrastructure ahead of development in order to stimulate and control growth;
Retaining and attracting business and industry with an aggressive approach and developing the I-70
commercial district as a hub for commerce;
Promoting the downtown area as the core of the City, creating a booming and diverse environment that serves
as a hub for commerce, community resources, community events, artistic and cultural activities;
Providing enticing job opportunities for youth;
Fostering the community concept of life-long learning—providing opportunities for all ages to expand their
minds and their skill sets;
Preserving its cultural resources by supporting the protection and rehabilitation of historically or architecturally
significant structures and sites;
Encouraging the promotion of the local culture and using this “brand” to attract new residents, businesses, and
visitors;
Encouraging outdoor recreational activities, festivals and events that offer opportunities for all ages and
abilities;
Promoting wise conservation of natural resources to ensure the City’s developments are done in an
environmentally cautious manner;
Promoting the City as a “Green” community through actions and programs aimed at energy, resource and
environmental conservation;
Encouraging improvements to the current livable housing stock, demolition of uninhabitable structures and
development of new housing to meet the current and future needs of citizens, with consideration to
both housing type and affordability;
Encouraging diversity in land uses with locations of future developments chosen based on proximity to
resources, infrastructure and current land uses of adjacent properties; and
Working with other organizations, businesses and jurisdictions on mutually beneficial projects and
initiatives.
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PART I: COMMUNITY PROFILE
& ASSESSMENT
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Community Overview

Marshall is located in east central Illinois and
serves as the Clark County seat. It is located just off
of I-70, at the intersection of Illinois Route 1 and
U.S. 40. It is located seventeen miles west of Terre
Haute, Indiana; 92 miles west of Indianapolis,
Indiana; 193 miles south of Chicago and 153 miles
east of St. Louis, Missouri.
Marshall is the largest municipality in Clark County.
According to the 2010 U.S. Census, Marshall’s
population is 3,933.
Marshall has one public school system, Marshall
Community Unit School District #C-2. The four
schools that make up the district are: North
Elementary School, South Elementary School,
Marshall Junior
High School and
Marshall High
School. In 2012,
enrollment in the
district totaled
1,366 students
taught by 81
teachers. In 2012,
the high school
graduation rate was 90.6 percent for the district,
while the graduation rate for the State of Illinois
was 82.3 percent.

Marshall has a diverse housing stock, with the
housing being predominately single family, owneroccupied residences. However, several duplexes,
mobile homes, and multi-family units exist as well.
Marshall is also home to two assisted/independent
living facilities, The Villas of Holly Brook and
Burnsides Community Health Center.
Marshall has a strong and diverse economic base.
Marshall is the home to several industries, such as
TRW, Charles Industries, Doric Products, Inc.,
Custom Films, Heartland Labels, Kimco USA and
Yargus Manufacturing. Marshall also serves as
home to a wealth of diverse dining and retail
establishments to serve its residents. Three hotels
are also located in Marshall near I- 70, as well as
several fast food franchises and Wal-Mart.

The median age is 40.3 years. In comparison, the
median age for the State of Illinois is 36.6 years
(2010). Nearly 20.7 percent of all Marshall
residents have earned a Bachelor’s degree or
higher, which is below the percentage of State
residents holding a bachelor’s degree or higher
rate of 30.8 percent (2010).
Both the per capita and median household
incomes for Marshall are below the per capita and
median household incomes for the State of Illinois.
In 2010, the Marshall per capita income was
estimated to be $21,185 annually (State of Illinois,
$41,856 annually) and the median
household income was $44,981 (State of Illinois,
$52,972).
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Environmental & Natural Features

The City of Marshall has bountiful natural resources, fertile soils, a good water supply and experiences a typical
Midwestern climate.

Geology & Natural Resources
East Central Illinois was formed during the Pleistocene glacial drift overlaying late Paleozoic sedimentary rocks
that have been laid down forming the Illinois basin, leading to the geologic and geographic features we see in
modern times.
Before settlement in the early 1800s, this area was a mixture of tall grass prairies and temperate hardwood
forests. Since settlement many changes have occurred to this region, mostly surface changes due to
agriculture.
Earth resources of economic interest include limestone, gravel, and coal. Limestone mined from the
Pennsylvania limestone strata is quarried for use in agriculture, cement, sized stone, and course aggregate.
Gravels are quarried from the glacial drifts
and used by building and construction
industries; both have been mined in the
County since the mid-19th century.
Today's production rates can surpass
350,000 tons per year, with a third of that
being used for agriculture. This production
provides a substantial economic effect to
the local area.
Sand and gravel are produced mainly in
the Wabash River bottoms on the
southeast side of the County. A local
producer mines most of it and serves a large geographic area. This economic contribution is substantial as well.
Coal in the area is fairly abundant, with some mining over the years, but production has slowed to nothing in
the last 50 years due to political pressure and clean air legislation.

Climate
According to the Soil Survey of Clark County, Illinois (2006), the average temperature in the winter is 32.4ᵒF
and the average daily minimum temperature is 24.1ᵒF. The lowest temperature during the period of record,
which occurred on December 22, 1989, is -23ᵒF. In summer, the average temperature is 75.5ᵒF and the average
daily maximum temperature is 86.4ᵒF. The highest temperature, which occurred on July 14, 1954, is 114ᵒF.
The average annual total precipitation is 42.95 inches. Of this total, 26.8 inches, or about 63 percent, usually
falls in April through October. The growing season for most crops falls within this period. Thunderstorms occur
on about 48 days each year, and most occur between April and August.
The average seasonal snowfall is 18.6 inches. On average, 20 days per year have at least one inch of snow on
the ground. The number of such days varies greatly from year to year.
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The average relative humidity in mid-afternoon is about 52 percent in May and June and about 70 percent in
December. Humidity is higher at night, and the average at dawn is about 84 percent in most months. The sun
shines 70 percent of the time possible in summer and 48 percent in winter. The prevailing wind is from the
south in most months, but it is from the northwest in January, February and March. Average wind speed is
highest, around 13 miles per hour, in March.
The immediate area around the City is heavily influenced by the Illinoisan and pre-Illinoisan glacial stages.
Glacial deposits in the Marshall area, especially closer to the Wabash River Valley, tend to be deeper than the
deposits found in the central or western parts of Clark County.
The geology of the area is composed of primarily till materials deposited by said glacial stages. Till refers to a
heterogeneous mixture of sand, silt, gravel, and clay, the most prevalent material in the mix.

Soils
A soil association is a geographic area that has a distinctive pattern of soils. A soil association contains one or
more major soils and is normally named for the major soils of the area. A soil association has a distinctive
pattern of soils, relief and drainage.

According to the Clark County Soil Survey, September 1979, Marshall proper is located in Story-Weir-Hickory
Soil Association. This association can be described as nearly level to gently sloping, somewhat poorly drained
and poorly drained soils that have slow and very slow permeability. This association also has areas of strongly
sloped to very steep, well drained and moderately well drained soils that have moderate permeability. The
County ranges from 435 feet above sea level in the Wabash floodplain east of West Union, Illinois, to 770 feet
above sea level at Westfield.
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The soils are the contributing factor for a very significant
agriculture industry that exists in the area, with farming being the
most substantive economic factor in the Marshall area. Clark
County contains approximately 323,200 acres, of which 228,000
acres are crop land, 48,000 are woodland, and 23,000 are
pasture.
There is a timber industry in rural areas, with approximately eight
logging companies and three small sawmills in operation
throughout the County. There are also companies from the other
counties from Illinois and Indiana who harvest timber from Clark
County for use outside the immediate area. This industry has a
sizable footprint in Clark County.

Hydrology
Groundwater in Clark County is generally available from sandstone strata in the upper part of the
Pennsylvanian system found in the western and central portions of the County. In these areas wells usually
obtain domestic supplies from sandstone and in some places, limestone strata in the upper 200 feet of
bedrock. In the eastern part of the county, sandstone is not nearly as prevalent except for a small area east of
Marshall near the community of Weaver and in thin layers farther south. These formations have been
developed for local domestic water sources. Also, in the eastern portion of the county, especially nearer to the
Wabash River Valley, thick permeable glacial deposits of sand and gravel are found. These deposits provide
ample potential for industrial and domestic groundwater supplies.
Surface water in Clark County can be broken down into various river/stream basins and lakes. The following
are the river/stream systems for Clark County: Mill Creek System, Big Creek System, Crooked Creek System,
and Hawks Creek System. The named systems are part of the Wabash River Drainage System.
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History

what is now 7th and Ash streets. Then in 1837, the
first school was built and housed 20 students. The
Roman Catholic and Congregational Churches were
both founded in 1841, although the first church
building did not exist until 1850.

This small east central Illinois community dates
back to 1833, when two visionaries purchased land
from the Federal
government with the dream
that one day that land would
be a prime location for a
thriving city. Colonel William
B. Archer and Joseph Duncan
laid out the town and named
it after John Marshall, the
fourth Chief justice of the
U.S. Supreme Court, serving
from 1801 to 1835 and
regarded as the greatest
jurist this country ever
produced. On
September 22,
1835, Archer and Duncan (the sixth
Governor of Illinois) issued a circular
advertising lots for sale. The original
plat was filed with the County Clerk
on October 6, 1835.

In 1841, the Archer House was built as a
stagecoach stop-off (later known as both the St.
James Hotel and the National Dixie Hotel). The
building is now privately owned, with the owner’s
intent to remodel as funds become available, until
which time the facility remains closed to the public.
It is the oldest hotel in Marshall and the second
oldest house in Illinois. Abraham Lincoln and
Grover Cleveland were once guests here.
The first saloon sat on the corner of
what is now 6th and Archer. Doctor
offices, a corn cracker, blacksmith
shop and other businesses began to
sprout up in Marshall to provide
services and goods to the growing
population.

Thirty people bought lots on October
17, 1835 for a total purchase amount
of $1,154.25.

In 1872, Harlan Hall was
constructed three blocks from the
Archer House Hotel. When Howard
Harlan first purchased this property
in 1861, he owned and operated a
livery stable in a frame building. In
1871, it was announced that Harlan would be
constructing an opera house above the livery. It
was designed as a spacious opera house on the
second floor with the convenience of a “drive-in”
livery stable on the first floor. The opera house
continued in operation into the early 1900’s. Then,
with the coming of films, the use of the opera
house began its decline and the building was used
more for school activities, plays, musicals, boxing
matches, roller skating, dinners, a dance studio,
and receptions.

As Marshall flourished, Archer was
forced to add on to Marshall and laid
out his first addition to the town in
the fall of 1837. Marshall continued to grow, thus
bringing the second addition in July of 1839. Since
then, several additions have been made to the City.
In 1836, Marshall’s first downtown building, the
Bartlett’s Hotel, was completed. It was constructed
to house the men working to build the National
Road and was located at the northwest corner of

Harlan Hall was later home to several retailers,
manufacturers, and the Moose Lodge #1708. The
Lodge disbanded in December of 2000 and sold the
building to the City of Marshall. The City renovated
and restored this facility to house a community

The Old Stone Arch was built during the construction of the Old
National Road. The Arch now carries Archer Avenue over a small
stream just west of Marshall.
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center and to become home to the National Road Welcome Center.
Many beautiful homes were also built during the 1800s and early 1900s that still remain in their beauty in
Marshall. These homes include the Robert L. Dulaney home, the Doll house and State Representative John
Lewis’s house. Each of these homes is on the National Registry of Historic Homes.
Marshall became the third county seat in 1838. The current Clark County Courthouse is located on the square
in downtown Marshall. With the coming of the National Road, the Wabash River was no long the main source
of transportation through Clark County, which sparked the relocation of the county seat from Darwin to
Marshall.
The National Road allowed travels to frequent Marshall and many made it their home, greatly increasing its
size and economy. The National Road was the first federally-funded highway that ran from Cumberland,
Maryland to Vandalia, Illinois. Construction began in 1815 and was finished by 1850. It is now called U.S. 40
and still in operation.

Cultural Sites
where bricks contain the names of those who
served in the military. Just across the street is the
Gaslight Art Colony where gallery shows are
featured throughout the year.

Marshall is host to several distinctive historic sites
and structures that are unique features in the
community’s historic development. Many of these
sites stem from the 19th century when Marshall
became an incorporated city. Seven of these
attractions are included on the National and State
Register of Historic Places: Old Stone Arch along
the National Road, Archer House, Robert L.
Dulaney House, First Congregational Church,
Harlan Hall, and Manly-McCann House. The Old
Stone Arch Bridge was
constructed in 1831
and contains no
cement and is still in
use today.

Of course the Old National Road and the Lincoln
Heritage Trail, both passing through Marshall, are
treasured pieces of local and national history that
attract people from all over the U.S. each year.
And finally, the town is sprinkled
with historic homes and
buildings that although may not
be listed on the historic register,
are worth admiring for their
beautiful craftsmanship and
unique qualities.

The Clark County
Historical Society has a
museum and log
house to tour.
Marshall’s Log Cabin
Visitor’s Center is
located at the
The Archer House, Marshall, Illinois
intersection of Illinois
Route 1 and Archer Avenue.
Also, of cultural significance, is the life-size bronze
statue of Abraham Lincoln that was dedicated on
the Courthouse lawn in 2009. Also, Abraham
Lincoln’s law papers remain on display inside the
Courthouse. Also located on the Courthouse
square is the Clark County Veteran’s Memorial
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Parks & Recreation

The City of Marshall has many recreational
opportunities for residents, travelers and tourists.
These opportunities range from parks to trails to
events. There is truly something for everyone.

Community Parks
Marshall maintains seven parks within the city
limits. These parks offer several recreational
opportunities for young and old. Although these
parks are packed with playground equipment,
picnic seating, gazebos and water fountains, most
lack restroom facilities. The 2nd Street Park/City
Pool does have restroom access seasonally. Three
other parks reside in Marshall but are maintained
by other organizations.

blooming beauties to admire. The park is
completely handicap-accessible with brick design
concrete paths along with a handicap-accessible
drinking fountain.

Harlow Park is located on South 2nd Street. The

Over 170 acres of land throughout Marshall are
Open Land Use which consists of areas of land or
water that are unimproved and reserved for public
use or enjoyment. Parks, recreation areas, or open
land owned by any unit of government is
considered open space by definition.

park is packed with well-maintained playground
equipment suitable for all ages and a gazebo.

Power Plant Park is located on South 14th Street

near the City Power Plant.

Downtown Park is the result of a collaboration
between Marshall Main Street, Marshall Garden
Club and the Marshall City Council Park
Committee. It was constructed in 1996 to remove
an eyesore from the downtown area. It provides a
pleasant place for downtown workers and visitors
to take a break or have lunch. Community
organizations utilize it as a location for programs
and meetings. The park also provides a beautiful
spot for listening to the Friday Night City Band
Concert.

Lion Land Park is located on Ash Street. This park

is not yet completed, but currently houses a
gazebo and several pieces of playground
equipment. It will be one of the largest of the City
parks when finished.

2nd Street Park/City Pool is located on North 2nd

Street and offers fun for the entire family with a
large pool, complete with water slides and diving
boards. Also there are a number of picnic tables,
park benches, playground equipment, swing set,
basketball court, and a skateboard park.

Jones Park is located on South Illinois Route 1 and
was developed with funds from a local donor. It is
the location of a beautiful gazebo and an array of

Class of 1958 Park is located on North Illinois

Route 1. It was constructed in 2009 and is a small
park with a few picnic tables.
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Conservation & Recreation Sites

Forsythe Ball Park is where Cal Ripken baseball
games are played. This field is maintained by the
school system and by the Cal Ripken organization.
The City provides the utilities to this park.

Lincoln Trail State Park is located two miles

south of Marshall on Illinois Route 1. The Park is
named after the trail Abraham Lincoln’s family
followed en route from Indiana to Illinois in 1831.
Three Native American groups, the Miami,
Kickapoo and Mascouten, occupied the site before
it was taken under U.S. control in the early 1800s.
The state acquired the first 31 acres of the park in
1936 and the park and lake were officially
dedicated in 1958. The park covers 1,023 acres and
offers recreational activities such as boating,
camping, fishing, hiking and winter sports.
The focal point of the park is Lincoln Trail Lake. It
covers 146 acres in the southwest corner of the
park. This Lake was the third lake created in Illinois
using federal monies under the Dingell-Johnson
Act.

Hornbrook Fields is where the High School

baseball team plays and the girls’ softball team
plays. The school maintains the field and the City
provides the utilities.

Marshall Area Soccer Fields is located on Route

1 near Interstate 70. The fields are located on
ground owned by Velsicol that the City leases. The
Marshall Area Soccer Kids (MASK) organization
takes care of the equipment and the concessions.

Fairgrounds
The Clark County Fairgrounds is located inside
the Marshall City limits. This 47-acre site serves as
home to the Clark County Fair where patrons and
participants can enjoy livestock shows, harness
racing, carnival rides and other entertainment and
eat food from several vendors during a week in
June of every year.

An Illinois Nature Preserve, American Beech
Woods, is contained within the park. Southern
Illinois and the eastern border of the state are the
only areas where the American Beech grows in
Illinois. The park also has two Class A campgrounds
that offer electricity, showers, tables, fire blocks,
playground equipment, water, toilet facilities and a
sanitary dumping station. The park also has a
concession/restaurant operated by a third party
vendor.

Golf Courses
The Marshall Golf Club is located at 110 Golf
Course Road. It is a 9-hole public golf course that
has been open since 1930. It is open year round
and offers memberships for seniors and families. It
is located just north off of U.S. 40. The course
offers carts and clubs for rent and food and
beverages for sale.

Canyata Golf Club is located just north of
Marshall along Illinois Route 1. The private course
was rated number 39 in the America’s Greatest
100 Courses by Golf Digest in May of 2011. It was
rated the third Best in State by Golf Digest in May
of 2011. Membership at Canyata Golf Club is
restricted only to those invited to join by owner
Gerald Forsythe. This 18-hole course was designed
by the golf course architect Michael Benkusky and
was named the Number 2 Best New Private Course
in the United States in 2005 by Golf Digest
magazine (January 2006 issue).
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The park contains shelters and picnic areas
throughout with two of those areas serving host to
playground equipment. Boats are allowed on the
lake but outboard motors are limited to 10
horsepower. There are two scenic walking trails
within the park.

Mill Creek Park is located seven miles northwest
of Marshall on Clarksville Road (Lincoln Heritage
Trail road). The park is 2,600-acres large and is the
site of an 811-acre lake. The park has a 139-site
campground with shower facilities and a
playground, boat launch, several picnic areas, miles
of ATV, horse and foot trails, dock facilities, fuel
dispensing, cabin and boat rentals, four shelters
and three playgrounds.

Library to mark the route that Abraham Lincoln
used to travel from Kentucky through Indiana to
Illinois. The 1,000-mile trails were opened in 1963,
with 3,000 markers guiding the way.

Mill Creek Park was developed in 1964 as a
conservancy district in response to flood control in
the area. In 1967 the Clark County Park District was
formed and in 1969 Congress authorized the Mill
Creek Watershed project for a total of $4.1 million.
The Watershed encompasses 81,840 acres of land
from southern Edgar County to the Wabash River.
Then in 1970, the Clark County Park District
received a loan from the Farmers Home
Administration to begin work on the lake and the
park, and then received additional loan funds from
FHA the following year to begin work on the flood
control structures.

Lincoln State Park Trails include the Beech Tree
Trail and the Sand Ford Nature Trail. The Beech
Tree Trail provides for an excellent view of the
beech maple preserve and is only one half mile in
length. A series of stairways and foot bridges are
included in the trail. The Sand Ford Nature Trail is
two miles in length and winds through the oakhickory forest.

Mill Creek Park Trails include ATV, horse and

foot trails. The ATV trails are located on the west
side of the park approximately 2.5 miles from the
park entrance. These trails total 15 miles in length.
The horse trails are located throughout the park
and are accessed through the Herschel Vicars
Equestrian Camp and Trails inside the Park. Mill
Creek is also home to four walking trails ranging
from one-half mile in length to 2.7 miles.

In 1975, all the land was secured for the Mill Creek
Lake and County Park. The area purchased totaled
2,600 acres. Construction of the dam was
completed in 1978. It is the largest earthen dam in
Illinois. At the time, this was the largest local
conservation project underway in the state. The
Clark County Park District is the only county park
district in Illinois. Since then, the District has
received nearly $1 million in grant funds to make
improvements to the park and create user
facilities. Campers travel from all across the nation
to visit Mill Creek Park each year.

Festivals and Events
The City of Marshall is host to a number of festivals
and events each year. These traditions include
Autumn Fest in September, the Clark County Fair,
Halloween Frolic, downtown sidewalk sales, a
garden fair and community-wide yard sales in May
and Christmas in Marshall the first Saturday in
December. The Marshall Public Library is also
known for holding national exhibits annually.

Trails
Lincoln Heritage Trail passes through Clark
County near Marshall. The Illinois General
Assembly authorized the Illinois State Historical
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Another special community activity unique to the
City of Marshall is the Marshall City Band concerts.
This Band is the oldest continuous band in the
State of Illinois. Each Friday night, from mid-June
through August, the Marshall City Band performs
their summer concert series. The concerts are held
at Marshall's historic bandstand from 8 to 9 pm.
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Community Facilities &
Services

The City of Marshall has a wide array of community
facilities and services available to the public. These
services include health care, education, public
safety and those that are provided by a number of
local service organizations and nonprofit groups.

Outcome Reporting System Program, tobacco
cessation, investigation/control of communicable
and sexually transmitted diseases, Tuberculosis
control, jail physicals, and diabetes selfmanagement workshops. Environmental health
services staff keep busy in the community
conducting water well testing, monitoring well
construction and sealing, septic systems and retail
food sanitation inspections.

Health Care Facilities & Services
Health care facilities are critical to the future
development of any community. The City of
Marshall is fortunate to have the Cork Medical
Center, which provides medical services, lab
testing, radiology and physical therapy to area
residents. Cork Medical Center is currently staffed
by four doctors, one nurse practitioner and visiting
specialists, including a podiatrist and an oncologist.
Although Marshall has no hospital, the City is
centrally located among four hospitals including
the Paris Community Hospital, Union Hospital and
Regional Hospital in Terre Haute, and Sarah Bush
Lincoln Health Center in Mattoon. In addition, the
City of Marshall is served by two dental clinics and
two chiropractic clinics. Two pharmacies are in the
community, the Medicine Shoppe and the WalMart Pharmacy.

The ambulance service, which began in 1978, is
located on IL Rte. 1 in Marshall. The 4-bay
structure houses three ambulances and are a
Paramedic level. Approximately 100 EMTs and
ERTs volunteer their time with the ambulance
service.
Marshall has one nursing home and one assisted
living facility. Burnside Nursing Home has 105 beds
that serve Medicare, Medicaid, private pay,
Insurance and some managed care patients. The
facility is currently at 75 percent capacity. The
nursing home had a feasibility study performed
recently that showed no additional beds would be
needed in Clark County or Marshall in the next two
decades because projected growth only equated to
five beds at most. The Villas of Holly Brook has 46
units with 44 of them being full. While nothing is
definite, they hope to be able to expand in the
future. Their residents are primarily singles but
there are four couples who currently reside there.
The population is split 50/50 male to female ratio.

The Clark County Health Department, located in
Martinsville, also serves City residents. The Health
Department delivers many programs, including the
WIC Program, Family Case Management Program,
lactation counseling, immunizations, vaccinations,
pregnancy testing, lab draws, Adverse Pregnancy

Education Facilities & Services
Marshall is home to both primary and secondary education facilities. These facilities are scattered throughout
the community. The four primary education facilities are part of the Marshall Community Unit School District
C-2, recognized as one of the outstanding school districts in the State of Illinois. It serves the City and the
immediate surrounding area.
According to Marshall CUSD C-2's 2012 Illinois District Report Card, average class sizes range from 18 to 28
students in grades Kindergarten through 8th. Average class sizes in the high school are 14.7. These sizes are
comparable or less than the state averages. In 2012, the District employed 81 full-time equivalent teachers,
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with an average salary of $42,783. In 2012-2013, the total enrollment for the District was 1,366 students.
Current enrollment in these buildings is nearing the maximum capacity of each.
Estimated Maximum Capacity
High School (9-12)
460
Junior High School (7-8) 240
North Elementary (3-6) 410
South Elementary (K-2) 340
Total Capacity
1,450
Enrollment in 2012-2013
High School
432
Junior High School
220
North Elementary
387
South Elementary
327
Total Enrollment
1,366
Marshall is projected to experience slow growth over the course of the next 30 years. While this is not an issue
at this time, capacity may be a problem in the future. It will likely not occur during this 30 years, however,
unless the City experiences a significant and fast increase to its population.
Marshall schools are currently focusing on meeting the needs of workforce development and career readiness.
In 2014, the 8th Grade Career Exploration initiative will begin, allowing each student the opportunity to
participate in a career inventory and to research and learn about different career options, work ethics, and
workplace expectations. Students will visit local businesses and hear first hand experiences from local business
owners. This program will be used in hopes of giving students a better idea of which field of study interests
them, so they can better select the high school courses in which they will soon enroll in. The District has
several other initiatives on the drawing board that also pertain to meeting these needs.
The schools are currently partnering with industry and Lake Land College to develop and implement vocational
programs, created to supply local industry with a highly skilled workforce. The secondary education facility,
Lake Land College Eastern Region Center, is located in Marshall and offers Commercial Driver Training
and Industrial Skills Training in addition to an array of general education and technical classes and
employee training. The facility can be used for community meetings and trainings and the computers are
available for public use in the community resource area. Lincoln Trail College is another two-year postsecondary school located just south of Marshall in Robinson, Illinois.
Marshall is also in close proximity to several universities and technical schools. Indiana State University and
Saint Mary of the Woods College are located in Terre Haute, Indiana. Eastern Illinois University is located in
Charleston, Illinois and the University of Illinois is located in Champaign, Illinois. Also, Rose-Hulman Institute of
Technology is located in Terre Haute, along with Ivy Tech State College and the Terre Haute Business College.
The Marshall Public Library is also an educational facility found within Marshall. This facility offers several
programs and services that cater to all age groups and abilities, including crafts, story times, nursing home &
shut-in deliveries, family literacy nights, English as a Second Language, monthly book club, author visits,
summer reading program, Clark County Handicap Camp movies, lifelong learning program, toddler time, Dolly
Parton Imagination Library program, BIG READ program, free tax assistance, computer use, Connecting
Generations, traveling exhibits, and guest speakers on a wide array of topics.
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The University of Illinois Extension office is also located in Clark County. It provides many education-based
programs as well, including 4-H, agriculture-based learning, leadership training, health and environmentalbased programs, and entrepreneurship training.
Three preschools are in the City of Marshall. The community is adequately served by these facilities,
however few licensed daycare facilities are in the community. Only three centers exist, none of which provide
care for infants. Parents of infants are forced to seek a home-based provider to care for their children under
the age of 18 months. There are currently positions for 97 children in licensed facilities. This is currently a
problem for the City residents and will become increasingly an issue of importance as the population grows.
This may serve as a hindrance when recruiting new residents. Daycare is an essential public service.
One after school program currently exists in Marshall. It is called Homework & Hangout and is run by the First
Christian Church. This program is well utilized and only 50 children can be enrolled each year, due to licensing
restrictions. School children also go to the Library after school to access the computers and do their
homework.
Educational Attainment
Marshall is leading the region in educational attainment, with 90.1 percent of those over 25 years of age being
a high school graduate or higher. Over twenty percent hold a Bachelor's Degree or higher. Clark County has
11,409 persons 25 years of age or older, with 89 percent of those having graduated with a high school diploma
or higher. Over 17 percent have a Bachelor's Degree or higher. The table below shows how this compares with
other surrounding communities.

Persons 25
Yrs or Older
% H.S. Grad
or Higher
%
Bachelor's
Degree or
Higher

Marshall

Casey

Greenup

Paris

Robinson Clark County

2,709

1,892

1,218

6,090

5,416

11,409

90.1

88.2

87.3

86.1

84.7

89

20.4

15.8

13.9

15

14.4

17.4

Police Protection
Law enforcement for the City of Marshall is provided by the Marshall Police Department with assistance from
the Clark County Sheriff's Department. The Police Department is on call 24 hours a day, seven days a week. The
City of Marshall Police Department is staffed by 9 full time officers. The Department does include a canine unit,
which is not owned by the City. According to the 2010-2011 Illinois State Police Annual Uniform Crime Report,
the number of criminal cases in the City of Marshall for the year of 2010 was 46 (1 Homicide, 13 Burglaries, 31
Thefts, and 1 Motor Vehicle Theft). Criminals are currently being held at the Clark County jail located in
Marshall. At the time this report was published, the 2011 crimes were not available for publication, however
when looking at Clark County offenses, the offenses reported decreased by 8.7 percent under 2010 reports.
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Emergency Management Agency
The Clark County Emergency Management Agency (EMA) is charged with the responsibility of preparing for
disaster events by coordinating local and state resources. The EMA office is located at the Clark County
Sheriff's Department and Jail.

Enhanced 911
An enhanced emergency 911- service system went online in the Fall of 1998. The service is currently located in
the Clark County Sheriff's Department and Jail. The system serves the City of Marshall, as well as all of Clark
County. It receives an average of 600 calls each month dispatching fire, law enforcement and ambulance crews
throughout Clark County.

Fire Protection
The Marshall Fire Protection District (MFPD) serves the City
of Marshall and the surrounding area. Established in 1956,
the MFPD covers an area to the county line north of
Marshall, to the state line east of Marshall, to the west of
Clark Center, and south to Snyder. Currently, the MFPD is
located at the intersection of IL-1 and Archer Avenue. The
volunteer fire department has 26 firemen and 2
probationary firemen (in training). It has 9 vehicles,
including 3 tankers, 2 engines, a brush truck, mini-pumper,
escue truck and an air truck. The Marshall Fire District ISO
rating is a 6 within the City of Marshall limits and a 9 outside city limits within the district.

Solid Waste Disposal and Recycling
The City of Marshall currently has several options for trash or solid waste removal. The City uses its own
manpower to pick up yard waste on Thursday and Friday of each week. This waste is then ran through a
chipper once a year to create mulch. This mulch is available for free to the residents of Marshall for pick up and
use. Therefore, this service is really considered waste disposal and recycling.
Four waste disposal service providers pick up trash in Marshall. It is up to the individual homeowner or
business to decide which of these contractors to utilize. Currently, there is no City recycling program.
Residents often collect their recyclables and take them to Indiana State University in Terre Haute. Lake Land
College has hosted electronics recycling event in the past. Tires, paint, batteries and appliances can be
disposed of at a County-wide event hosted in Martinsville yearly.
The City hosts a City-wide clean up event once per year. During this time, residents can dispose of many items
that are not allowable with their regular trash pickup, including old furniture and large items. Since burning is
not allowed within city limits, the City operates a leaf-vac in the fall. CAMA hosts free drug disposal, allowing
residents to drop off unused prescriptions so they can be properly disposed of. A drop off container is placed
at the Marshall Police Department.

Public Transportation
The City of Marshall has public transportation options available. The VFW does provide transport for Veterans
needing to visit the V.A. Clinic in Danville. First Transit provides transportation for Medicaid clients to and from
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doctor appointments. The Clark County Life Center provides transportation for all seniors, especially those in
need of physical assistance. Finally, Rides Mass Transit District provides transportation from 7 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Monday through Friday for a nominal fee.

Community Organizations
The City of Marshall has over 45 organizations and service clubs providing residents which a wide variety of
services and support. Among these include the following along with some of the services each provides:
American Legion Post #90-provides scholarships
B.R.I.D.G.E-Annual Cloth-A-Child Day
Burnsides Guild-Volunteer Support Group for Nursing Home
Catholic Charities-Assist with paying for medication, school supplies, rent, utilities, furniture, food and clothing
Clark County 4-H Club-Teaching leadership and responsibility to youth
Crossing the Gap Ministries-writes letters to incarcerated individuals
Compassionate Friends of Clark County-Support for parents after a loss of a child
Clark County Trails Coalition-Fundraise to develop trails and greenways in Clark County
Evelyn G. Knowles Foundation-Gives education-related grants and scholarships
Friends of Marshall Public Library-Support the Library by assisting with programs and projects
Knights of Columbus-Toys for Tots, Scholarships
Lions Club-Provides eye exams and glasses
Marshall Area Chamber of Commerce-Supports and Markets Local Businesses
Marshall Area Youth Network-Mentoring & Leadership activities
Marshall Food & Clothing Bank-Collects and disperses items to the needy
Marshall Main Street-Downtown Revitalization
Marshall Ministerial Alliance-supports Food & Clothing Bank and provides benevolence & transient funds
Marshall Service League-Sponsors B.R.I.D.G.E. and many other civic projects
Marshall Schools Foundation-Provides grants to teachers to meet classroom needs
Marshall Rotary Club-Foreign Exchange Program and scholarships
Clark County Optimist Club-Shoe Drive and Breakfast with Santa
VFW #5975-Provide transportation to VA Clinic in Danville
For a current organizational listing visit marshallilchamber.com
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Demographic Profile

The demographic profile and population characteristics of the City of Marshall are based on the 2010 U.S.
Census. These statistics will be compared to Clark County and other local municipalities. Population
characteristics in the Plan include data on age, gender, race, household composition, income and education.

Age and Gender
In 2010, Marshall's population was 3,933 with a median age of 40.3 years. Clark County had a 2010 population
of 16,335 with a median age of 42.2 years. The State of Illinois’ median age is 36.5. This puts Marshall right in
the middle compared to the County and the State.
Marshall's population is composed of 1,808 males and 2,125 females with median ages of 38.2 (males) and
41.9 (females). When examining Clark County, males total 7,962 and females total 8,373, with median ages of
41 (males) and 43.4 (females).
Nearly 77 percent of Marshall's total population is 18 years of age or older. This leaves nearly 33 percent of
the population under the age of 18 years. Nearly 23 percent of the population is 65 years or older. Therefore,
approximately 56 percent of the population is considered "more dependent" (under 18 and over 64 years).
This segment accounts for over 10 percent more of the collective population than it did in 2000. The large
increase has come in the 65 and over age group. This shows the trend of this community is towards an aging
population. This is also apparent in the increase of median age from the 2000 figure of 38.7 years. It is
projected that the median age will continue to rise, with a projected 2017 median age of 42 years and a
projected 2017 Clark County median age of 43.6.
The City should increase its sensitivity and desire to provide services and facilities catering to this aging
population.

Race
The City of Marshall's population is predominately white at 98.3 percent. Clark County is also showing this
trend with 98.1 percent of its population being white. The Hispanic population is 1.2 percent in Marshall and
1.1 percent in Clark County.

Population Projections
The City of Marshall has seen a trend of increasing population from 1980 to 2010 according to the U.S. Census.
As seen in the table below, Marshall saw an increase in population from 3,379 in 1980 to 3,568 in 1990-an
increase of 5.6 percent. The City experienced slightly higher growth from 1990 to 2000, during which time the
population increased by 5.7 percent. This trend slowed between 2000 to 2010, with a decreasing growth of 4.3
percent.

City of Marshall Population Trends
Population

1980

1990

2000

2010

3,379

3,568

3,771

3,933

Source: ESRI Business Analyst converted 2000 data to 2010 geography.
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Population projections by ESRI show an additional increase to 3,977 in 2012 and a decline in population in
2017 to 3,963. These estimates were not used to develop projections to what the population will be in the year
2033. However, they are important to note. The projections used to construct this plan are attempts to guide
the City through the next two decades by planning for growth and development. The U.S. Census data
collected from 1980 to 2010 was used to estimate the future population. Actual population figures of Marshall
are likely to be different from the projections shown. Actual population growth hinges on several factors-it is
economic and community development driven. One cannot predict these many factors and their effects on the
future population.
Two methods of population projection modeling were used to develop this plan-Linear Extrapolation and
Compound Growth. It is important to use more than one method when performing projections to verify
accuracy and to develop a more accurate assumption. Based on the Linear Extrapolation methodology,
Marshall's population in year 2033 will be 4,422. Based on the Compound Growth methodology, Marshall's
population in year 2033 is projected to be 4,447. This is an average of the figures developed using the 2000
U.S. Census data and the 2010 U.S. Census data. These two models gave rise to two different projections with
a variance of only 25 people. In order to further identify a more accurate population trend, an average is taken
of these two methods that gives us an estimated average population projection of 4,434 for 2033. This is an
increase of 12.7 percent from the 2010 population.
This additional 501 people will likely result in an additional 225 households if we use household size trends
with the assumption that these trends will continue to hold true over the next 20 years. This can be used to
project that at least 200 additional housing units will be needed during this time period. Based on U.S. Census
trends, this could lead to an additional need for 80 rental units and 120 owner-occupied units. The rental units
could likely increase due to additional stringent mandates being implemented affecting how financial
institutions issue home mortgages.
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Income Status

In comparison with other neighboring communities, the City of Marshall has the highest per capita income and
the lowest poverty rate. Clark County has a slightly higher per capita income and lower percentage of persons
below poverty than Marshall. These are indicators of how well the local economy is doing in comparison to
others in the region. From this viewpoint, Marshall seems to be leading the pack in economic performance.

Per Capita
Income
Median HH
Income

Marshall

Casey

Greenup

Paris

$22,768

$22,234

$18,875

$21,327

$19,957

$24,338

$46,975

$36,944

$32,656

$36,899

$39,493

$47,933

25.8%

10.2%

% Persons
Below
Poverty

12%
16.4%
15.3%
19.7%
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2007-2011 American Community Survey
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Robinson Clark County

Economic Base

The City of Marshall is located in East Central Illinois along U.S. 40, Interstate 70 and IL 1. It lies along the CSX
Railroad (St. Louis Line) which connects St. Louis to Terre Haute. It is centrally located to a number of major
Midwestern cities, which include: Chicago (approximately 200 miles/4 hours north), St. Louis (approximately
153 miles/2.5 hours west) and Indianapolis (approximately 92 miles/1.5 hours east). The following information
provides general details about the current economy of the City of Marshall.

Labor Force
The labor force for the City of Marshall is based on a population of the City’s residents aged 16 and older.
According to the U.S. Census, the “Labor Force” is defined as all persons classified as employed (over 16 years
old and who are “at work” or “with job but not at work”) or unemployed (16 years old and over who were
neither “at work” or “with a job but not at work”, or were looking for work during the last 4 weeks, and were
available to accept a job). Some of those not included in the “Labor Force” include: students, homemakers,
retired workers, and institutionalized persons.
In the City of Marshall, the population of people aged 16 years and older is 3,084 according to the 2007-2011
American Community Survey. Of those, 1,934 (62.7%) are classified as in the labor force and 1,150 (37.3%) as
not in the labor force.
Clark County unemployment rates for August 2012 and August 2013 are comparable to the surrounding
counties and in alignment with the State of Illinois.

Unemployment Rates
Not Seasonally Adjusted

County

Aug-13

Aug-12

Clark
Coles
Crawford
Cumberland
Edgar
Jasper

9.2%
9.0%
9.1%
9.1%
8.4%
7.8%

10.5%
9.8%
9.6%
10.0%
9.6%
9.0%

Illinois

9.0%

9.0%

Source: Illinois Department of Employment Security

Employment and Earnings
Of those employed, 25.9 percent hold management, business, science and arts occupations; 24.1 percent hold
service occupations; 20 percent hold sales and office occupations; 13 percent hold natural resources,
construction and maintenance occupations; and 17 percent hold production, transportation and material
moving occupations. Median earnings for workers are $26,130. Median earnings for male full-time, yeararound workers are $39,497. Median earnings for female full-time, year-around workers are $28,155. The
median family income is $64,123. If taken times the total number of families in Marshall (1,075), we can
conclude that an estimated $68,932,225 total is earned by Marshall residents collectively on an annual basis.
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Manufacturing employs the greatest number of Marshall residents who are employed. This sector employs
19.3 percent of those employed. The next highest employment is seen at 17.6 percent in the educational
services and health care and social assistance industries. The other industries’ employment levels are included
in the chart here.

INDUSTRY

#

%

Civilian employed population 16
years and over

1,846

1,846

Agriculture, forestry, fishing and
hunting, and mining

106

5.70%

Construction

131

7.10%

Manufacturing

357

19.30%

Wholesale trade

8

0.40%

Retail trade

211

11.40%

Transportation and warehousing,
and utilities

86

4.70%

Information

20

1.10%

Finance and insurance, and real
estate and rental and leasing

111

6.00%

Professional, scientific, and
management, and administrative
and waste management services

60

3.30%

Educational services, and health
care and social assistance

324

17.60%

Arts, entertainment, and
recreation, and accommodation
and food services

203

11.00%

Other services, except public
administration

64

3.50%

Public administration

165

8.90%

Source: 2007-2011 American Community Survey

The next table shows how many people are employed at businesses within the City of Marshall limits. This
does not mean that the workers reside in the City. This is the reason for the different between the data shown
here and that displayed before. In Marshall, 1,818 employees are retained by 262 businesses. Thirty-five
percent of those employees work in Manufacturing. Nearly thirty percent work in the Services industry.
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The following table retained through the Illinois Department of Employment Security displays the wages paid
to those employed in Clark County broken out by SOC Codes. When comparing this data to the data collected
in May of 2012 for the East Central Illinois nonmetropolitan area, Clark County has a higher median wage than
the region as a whole. In nearly 41 percent of the comparable SOC categories, Clark County has a higher
median annual wage in comparison with the region. However, the region has the higher annual median wage
when considering all occupations.
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Industry Distribution in Clark County
Industry distribution can be analyzed by figuring percentages of individual industries based on specific
industry employment divided by the total employment. These calculations were performed by U.S. Bureau of
Labor Statistics and available on their website. Unfortunately, these figures are not available on a City level, so
we will examine Clark County as a whole.
The following table compares each industry as a percentage of total employment for Clark County to Illinois
and U.S. figures. It is clearly seen that Clark County’s largest industry by employment is manufacturing. This
industry employs 1,049 people or 31.11 percent of those working in Clark County. When comparing this to
Statewide and National statistics, Clark County’s manufacturing sector accounts for more than double the
percentage of total employees working in this industry than in the other two geographies. The next largest
employing industry is retail trade. In 2012, it was reported that 469 workers were employed in the retail trade
industry in Clark County or 13.91 percent.

Percentage of Employment calculated from Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages Data
Industry

U.S. TOTAL

Base Industry: Total, all industries

Illinois -- Statewide

Clark County, Illinois

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

NAICS 11 Agriculture, forestry, fishing and hunting

1.07%

0.33%

1.39%

NAICS 21 Mining, quarrying, and oil and gas extraction

0.67%

0.20%

1.84%

NAICS 22 Utilities

0.51%

0.49%

ND%

NAICS 23 Construction

5.06%

4.11%

9.61%
31.11%

NAICS 31-33 Manufacturing

10.82%

12.03%

NAICS 42 Wholesale trade

5.13%

6.08%

3.50%

NAICS 44-45 Retail trade

13.56%

12.50%

13.91%

NAICS 54 Professional and technical services

7.09%

7.43%

1.54%

NAICS 55 Management of companies and enterprises

1.77%

2.06%

ND%

NAICS 56 Administrative and waste services

7.13%

7.94%

ND%

NAICS 61 Educational services

2.35%

2.89%

NC

15.24%

14.68%

10.88%

NAICS 48-49 Transportation and warehousing

3.75%

4.61%

ND%

NAICS 51 Information

2.47%

2.10%

1.04%

NAICS 52 Finance and insurance

5.09%

5.84%

4.36%

NAICS 53 Real estate and rental and leasing

1.77%

1.50%

0.83%

NAICS 71 Arts, entertainment, and recreation

1.78%

1.60%

0.77%

10.51%

9.34%

13.05%

NAICS 81 Other services, except public administration

4.08%

4.18%

2.05%

NAICS 99 Unclassified

0.16%

0.09%

0.03%

NAICS 62 Health care and social assistance

NAICS 72 Accommodation and food services

Footnotes:
(ND) Not Disclosable
(NC) Not Calculable, the data does not exist or it is zero
Percentage of Employment: Ratio of industry employment to base-industry employment times 100.

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
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Major Employers
According to the Illinois Department of Commerce & Economic Opportunity Community Profile for the City of
Marshall, these are the major employers in or near Marshall:
Major Employers In The Community
Union
Affiliation

Year

------------------ --------ELECTRIC COMPONENTS
680

--------------NONE

------1955

DORIC PRODUCTS

BURIAL VAULTS MFG

27

NONE

1983

HEARTLAND LABEL

LABEL MFG.

16

NONE

2000

CHARLES INDUSTRIES,
LTD.
BURNSIDES COMMUNITY
HEALTH CENTER
KIMCO

TELEPHONE LINE AND R

65

NONE

1971

SKILLED NURSING CARE

115

NONE

1963

5

NONE

1986

YARGUS MFG.

CONVEYORS & BLENDERS

133

NONE

1992

Employer
Established
------------------------T.R.W.

Product/Service

CONVEYOR, MFG.

Employees

Commuting Patterns
According to the 2007-2011 American Community Survey, Marshall workers have a mean travel time to work
of 19.3 minutes. Most travel by vehicle, with 83.1 percent driving alone and 9.8 percent carpooling. Fifty-one
workers walk to work, 64 got to work by other means and 8 worked at home.
When examining where workers live that are employed in Marshall, nearly 35 percent of those who live in
Marshall also work inside its limits. Sixty-five percent travel outside the City to work. Fifteen hundred workers
travel to Marshall to work from outside its limits. This shows a higher number of workers are entering the City
than are leaving the City each day. These figures are graphically displayed on the following page. This
information was gathered at http://onthemap.ces.census.gov/.
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Market Analysis

This section of the plan presents the findings of the retail market research for the City of Marshall and sets the
stage for further analysis that can be used to recruit businesses, help existing businesses target customers and
implement the accompanying marketing and recruitment strategy included in this plan. This study was
deemed necessary during this plan’s development. It was declared essential to build a foundation of
fundamental information prior to being able to execute and implement any type of retail recruitment strategy.
The goal is to capitalize on Marshall's potential retail trade and channel that into investments that sustain and
grow the retail districts within the City.

Market Definition
A drive time of 13-minutes was used to establish the boundaries of the primary trade area for this report. This
area was selected carefully with the guidance of local development experts and merchants based on their
general knowledge of where consumers reside. Several drive times and radii were examined in order to select
the most accurate depiction of this trade area. The primary trade area is defined to encompass 80 percent of
those who frequent the retail merchants in Marshall. This drive time was established by using a central point in
the community and then generating a drive time from that particular location. In this instance, the point
chosen was 717 Archer Avenue due to its central location.
The delineation of the primary market is not meant to suggest that prospective customers of businesses will be
drawn solely from this geographic area. Some businesses, especially those located near I-70, draw customers
from outside these limits. These limits do not account for tourist or transient traffic. This is important to keep
in mind since Marshall is not only located along I-70, but also near Mill Creek Park and Lincoln Trail State Parkwhich attract many tourists/campers each year. With this being said, this tourist and transient traffic
consumption will be expressed through the supply numbers shown within this report, or the yearly sales of
local retailers, but the additional demand and demographics for these population groups will not be
represented throughout.
According to a study performed for Clark County Park District, camping has a higher average spending per trip
than Illinois trips as a whole. In 2009 total spending associated with overnight camping equaled $470,000.
Total visitor spending in Clark County is approximately $12.7 million. Mill Creek Park camping supports up to
25 percent of potential county-wide tourism. Twenty-five percent of all visits made to the Park for camping live
beyond 50 miles away (4,200 people or 1,050 groups). Average per-trip spending per group is $470.
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Trade Area Demographics and Market Segments
In 2010, the population within the primary trade area was 7,025 and included 2,945 households with an
average size of 2.35 persons with a median age of 41.7 years. The median household income was $43,837 and
the per capita income was $23,587. This population numbered 6,560 residents in 1990 and 7,146 in 2000. Per
capita income in 1990 was half of what it is now ($11,250) and the household size was 2.48. In 1990 the
median age was only 36 years and median household income was $23,996.
In Appendix E, tables have been included showing the buying habits and behaviors of the consumers in the
primary trade area. These habits and behaviors are categorized by: Retail Goods and Expenditures; Health and
Beauty Market Potential; Electronics and Internet Market Potential; Restaurant Market Potential; Retail
Market Potential; and Sports and Leisure Market Potential. Although these reports are not included in the
body of this report, these are very important tools to be used in showing the purchasing habits of households
within the primary trade area.
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Traffic Counts
In order to show the amount of traffic passing by various locations within Marshall, the map below is included
within this report. This Average Daily Traffic (ADT) count was performed by the Illinois Department of
Transportation in May of 2013. This count does show a slight decrease in traffic on all major routes compared
to the 2011 counts. Marshall has the opportunity of attracting over 20,000 vehicles traveling along I-70 daily.
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Tapestry Segmentation
Each population group can additionally be categorized by tapestry segmentation. This philosophy follows the
rule that people of like interests and lifestyles live near each other. Through this method, the U.S. residential
areas are divided into 65 distinct segments. Tapestry segmentation is used to identify markets, find the most
profitable consumer types, tailor marketing messages to fit audiences, and define product and service
preferences. ESRI has developed the tapestry segments and characteristics contained within this section.

The primary trade area is broken primarily into five different tapestry segments. The largest number of
households belongs to the “Salt of the Earth” segment. This group makes up 37.7 percent of the total
households. The other four segments are Heartland Communities (22%), Prairie Living (16.4%), Simple Living
(14.2%), and Midland Crowd (9.1%). A sixth segment, Southern Satellites, only holds 0.6% of the market.
Salt of the Earth neighborhoods are the least diverse of all the Tapestry segments.
They are settled, traditional and hardworking. Sixty-five percent of households are
married couples with or without children with an average household size of 2.6
people. The median age is 41.8 years and the labor participation rate of these
residents is higher than that of the U.S. A higher than average proportion of the
population works in skilled labor occupations. Approximately 20 percent of them
are employed in the manufacturing sector. The median household income of
$50,406 is slightly lower than the U.S. figure. The median net worth is $104,721. Forty-one percent of these
residents aged 25 and older have attended college and 15 percent have earned a bachelor’s or graduate
degree. Eighty-four percent of these residents own their homes with a median home value of $124,189.
Twenty-two percent of homes were built before 1940.
Salt of the Earth residents are independent and self-reliant, tackling small home improvement and remodeling
projects. They spend money and time on their flower and vegetable gardens. Twenty-eight percent of
households own three or more vehicles including a truck. Many own a motorcycle. This is one of the top
Tapestry segments for owning or leasing multiple vehicles. They prefer domestic vehicles and do their own
maintenance. They invest in annuities, certificates of deposit and U.S. savings bonds. They own two or more
pets, either dogs or cats.
They eat out at family restaurants including Bob Evans or Cracker Barrel. They often bake goodies at home and
go fishing, hunting, target shooting and boating. They work out on indoor exercise equipment such as
stationary bikes and treadmills. They read fishing and hunting magazines and listen to country music radio and
follow NASCAR racing. Many own a satellite dish to watch CMT and the Speed Channel on. Their favorite TV
programs include auto racing, horse racing, truck and tractor pulls/mud racing, and weekly sitcoms.
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Heartland Communities are described as settled and close-knit individuals with a
median age of 42.8 years. Approximately half of the residents have already
retired, many in the same towns where they have lived and worked their whole
lives. Children are found in 30 percent of the households and diversity is minimal
with nearly 9 in 10 residents being white. The median household income is
$35,160. Because of low home value, their median net worth is $46,091. Forty
percent of residents are employed in service industries. The percentage of the
population aged 25 or older who has completed high school is higher than the U.S. level, but the percentage
who has attended college is significantly lower than the U.S. figure.
These neighborhoods are found primarily in small towns in the Midwest and South. More than half of the
housing units were built before 1960 and home ownership is at 71 percent. Median home value is less than
half of the U.S. median and more than three-fourths of the housing is single-family dwellings.
Residents invest time and money in their cherished homes and communities. They take pride in their
gardening skills and in growing their own vegetables. Many homes own a riding lawn mower and tackle home
improvement projects. They shop at Ace Hardware and Lowe’s. Many residents order items from catalogs and
QVC and shop at Wal-Mart. Their favorite restaurants include Golden Corral and Cracker Barrel. The residents
in this segment rarely travel by plane. They have a distinctly country lifestyle that includes hunting and fishing.
They also read gardening, fishing and hunting magazines and listen to country music and auto racing on the
radio. Some join fraternal orders or religious clubs and even get involved with local politics. Many households
subscribe to cable and usually watch news programs and movies on TV.
Prairie Living neighborhoods are dominated by small, family-owned farms. Two-thirds
of the households are composed of married couples with or without children. These
residents have a median age of 41.6 years and 9 in 10 of these residents are white.
More than 67 percent are in the labor force with a very low unemployment rate. Even
though agricultural jobs are important to the local economy, 40 percent of the
residents work in white-collar jobs and one in four residents are self employed. The
median household income is $42,803 and the median net worth of $79,313. Eighty-four
percent of residents aged 25 years and older have graduated from high school; the number of those who hold
a Bachelor’s or graduate degree is below the U.S. level.
Seventy-nine percent own their homes, with a median home value of $103,090. Most housing is single-family;
however, 11 percent are mobile homes. Approximately three-quarters of the households own two or more
vehicles; one-third have three or more.
These residents make purchases that reflect their rural lifestyle including work boots and hunting clothes. They
can fresh produce from their gardens and fill their separate freezers to feed their families through the rest of
the year. They own riding mowers, garden equipment, and tools to service their vehicles and make home
repairs. They tackle home improvement projects and own pets.
Many own satellite dishes because cable TV is not available in rural neighborhoods. They are loyal country
music fans and tune in to radio and television for their favorite music. They enjoy hunting, fishing, horseback
riding, target shooting, and riding ATVs. They tend to be political conservatives. They prefer domestic vehicles
and serve on church boards, speak at public meetings, volunteer for charitable organizations and help with
fundraising. These households shop for bargains; therefore Wal-Mart is, by far, their favorite retailer, followed
by Kmart and JCPenney.
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Simple Living neighborhoods have a median age of 41.3 years and one-fifth of residents are aged 65 years or
older; 12 percent are aged 75 years or older. Half are singles who live alone or share housing and 32 percent
are married-couples. Young families with children and ethnic cultures are in the minority. The market size is
stable with negligible growth.
The median household income is $29,408. Nearly 40 percent of households collect Social Security benefits.
Their median net worth is $15,034. Most residents are employed in the health care, retail trade,
manufacturing, educational services or accommodation/food services industry sectors. Overall, 75 percent of
residents aged 25 years and older have graduated from high school, while only 15 percent hold a Bachelor’s or
graduate degree.
These neighborhoods are on the urban outskirts and residents live in older housing; 62 percent were built
before 1970. More than half of them rent. Forty-two percent of housing is single-family dwellings and 47
percent is in multi-unit buildings. Some seniors live in congregate housing (assisted living). The median home
value is $96,358. Twenty-two percent of households do not own a vehicle and 45 percent only own one.
Workers’ average commute time is 20 minutes.
The lifestyles of these residents reflect their ages, with younger people going to nightclubs and playing musical
instruments and seniors refinishing furniture and going fishing. Community activities are also important to the
latter and they join fraternal orders and veterans’ clubs.
These households spend wisely on a restricted budget. They buy the essentials at discount stores and
occasionally treat themselves to dinner out and a movie. Cable TV is a must for these frequent viewers of
family programs, news programs, and game shows. They are big fans of daytime TV. Owning a personal
computer, cell phone or DVD player isn’t important.
Midland Crowd is Tapestry Segmentation’s largest segment. This population group accounts for approximately
4 percent of the U.S. population. The median age is 37.2 years with sixty-two percent of households containing
married couple families; half of them with children. Median household income is $50,096 and most income is
earned from salaries and wages. However, self-employment ventures are slightly higher for this segment than
the national average. Median net worth is $88,854 and half of these residents work white-collar jobs. More
than 45 percent of the residents aged 25 years and older have attended college-16 percent have earned a
Bachelor’s or graduate degree.
These residents live in housing developments in rural villages and towns. Three-fourths of the housing was
built after 1969. The rate of home ownership is 81 percent and the median home value is $121,782. Two-thirds
of the housing is single-family; 28 percent are mobile homes.
These politically active, conservative residents vote, work for their candidates, and serve on local committees.
Their rural location and traditional lifestyle dictate their product preferences. A fourth of the households own
three or more vehicles; they typically own or lease a truck, and many own a motorcycle. They are proficient
do-it-yourselfers and work on their vehicles, homes and gardens and keep everything in tip-top shape. They
hunt, fish, and do woodworking. Dogs are their favorite pets. They often go to the drive-through at a fast food
restaurant.
Many households own a satellite dish so they can watch CMT, the Speed Channel, Home & Garden Television,
NASCAR racing, rodeo/bull riding, truck and tractor pulls, fishing programs, and a variety of news programs.
They listen to country music on the radio and read fishing and hunting magazines.
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Retail Market Analysis
Marshall is a retail center serving the primary market defined in the previous section. In this section, the
Marshall market will be examined to identify potential opportunities for new or expanded stores by examining
"retail leakage." This will allow the community to assess what kind of additional stores might be attracted to
Marshall and will help individual existing businesses understand how they might diversify product lines.
Retail Leakage in the Trade Area
Retail leakage refers to the difference between the retail expenditures by residents living in a particular area
and the retail sales produced by the stores located in the same area. If desired products are not available
within that area, consumers will travel to other places or use different methods to obtain those products.
Consequently, the dollars spent outside of the area are said to be "leaking." If a community is a major retail
center with a variety of stores it will be "attracting" rather than "leaking" retail sales. Even large communities
may see leakage in certain retail categories while some small communities may be attractors in categories.
Such an analysis is not an exact science. In some cases large outflow may indicate that money is being spent
elsewhere (drug store purchases at Wal-Mart or apparel purchases through the internet). This primary trade
area shows a very large amount of internet purchases totaling $5.2 million in “leakage”. It is important to note
that this analysis accounts best for retail categories where households (rather than businesses) are essentially
the only consumer groups. For example, lumberyards may have business sales that are not accounted for in
consumer expenditures. Stores such as jewelry shops and clothing stores are more accurately analyzed using
this technique.
The leakage study for Marshall is a "snapshot" in time. Consequently, there are two key factors that point to
this being a more conservative look at retail potential. First, the area is a growing population and is expected
to continue to grow, slowly but still grow. Second, the study examines the local market only. All of the other
transient traffic and visitor traffic will further augment the potential for a business to succeed in the market.
The primary trade area store sales equaled nearly $39 million in 2012. Consumers in the same area spent $73
million. This means the trade area is losing over $34 million in sales yearly to stores located outside the area.
Of these sales, $32 million is in retail and over $2 million in food and drink. Not all categories are modes for
leakage. Fast food restaurants bring in an additional $173,000. Gasoline stations bring in $370,000. Auto parts,
accessories and tire stores bring in an additional $20,000. Building materials and supply dealers bring in over
$500,000 additional in sales from outside the area. Used merchandise stores (antique stores) bring in an
additional $165,000. While it appears that Wal-Mart is bringing in an additional $5.8 million in sales yearly, this
is not the case. While trade area demand for Wal-Mart’s goods is displayed in the Other General Merchandise
category, the supply, Wal-Mart sales, are shown in the Other Miscellaneous Store Retailers category. With this
in mind, this now shows a leakage of $628,324. This presents an opportunity for Marshall because demand is
currently not met and with the current traffic from visitors and tourists, this leakage in actuality will likely be
far greater.
Detailed Retail Market Opportunity Tables
As mentioned before, the retail gains are only occurring in certain categories. The tables on the following
pages explore the individual retail categories where Marshall is leaking and gaining sales in the primary trade
area. This data should be used as an overall guide to retail market potential and should not substitute for
detailed market research on the part of any business wishing to open in the area. Please note that some
categories are subsets of larger categories. The first column is retail demand, the second retail supply and the
third is the gap. Categories with a gap shown in red are “gaining” sales, while those in green are “leaking”
sales.
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Key Market Opportunities
The retail market potential for Marshall combines many different facets of the data gathered within this
report. Not simply a collection of numbers, retail markets depend on both quantitative and qualitative
information. Moreover, just because there is retail market potential for a potential retail store type in no way
does this insures that success of that store type in the community. There are many reasons why a business
might succeed or fail and the retail market is but one of those factors. However, this does provide a synopsis
guide for the "best potential" retail opportunities in Marshall. They include:

Motor Vehicle Dealers and Service Centers

Marshall currently has two automotive dealerships in town, with only one selling new vehicles (Ford), but
currently there is no ATV or boat dealership or service center located in the trade area. Only one motor home
retailer lies in the trade area. A very large opportunity exists with Marshall’s close proximity to Mill Creek Park
and Lincoln Trail State Park. Thousands of visitors come to these parks each year to camp and vacation. Mill
Creek contains approximately 15 miles of ATV trails and a large lake perfect for fishing and boating. Mill Creek
does provide boat rental, but does not provide ATV rental. Lincoln Trail State Park also offers boating and
camping, but currently does not have ATV trails. The market potential shown on the previous page just
includes the primary trade area. These estimates are conservative at best, because they do not account for the
high volume of tourist traffic that visits Marshall. According to a study performed by AECOM Economics for the
Clark County Park District, 75 percent of Mill Creek Park visitors live within 50 minutes of the park. In 2009, the
park reported that the total number of campsite nights occupied for the year totaled 12,105 with an average
of each party staying 3 nights and including 4 people. This equates to over 16,000 people passing through just
Mill Creek Park campground alone. This does not include others staying in cabins or those visiting to utilize the
trails, lake or other facilities.

Furniture & Home Furnishing Stores

Currently Marshall is devoid of a furniture and/or home furnishing store. This leaves a $1.2 million gap
between supply and demand. Due to its close proximity to Terre Haute, Indiana, where several furniture stores
are available, further market research should be performed to develop a more focused understanding of what
specific goods within this sector the locals are likely to demand and consume.

Electronics & Appliance Stores

Marshall currently has one appliance store that is mainly interested in servicing existing appliances. There is
not true retailer in Marshall, leaving over 75 percent of all dollars spent on these goods in other regions.
Marshall could likely support a Sears appliance store or something comparable due to their high traffic count
and $1.4 million dollars spent by locals on these particular goods. Again, a chain may not be as apt to locate a
store in this community because of its close proximity to its stores in Terre Haute.

Specialty Food Stores

Although Marshall is well supplied with supermarkets (IGA and Super Wal-Mart), a specialty food store could
lend an opportunity in Marshall and pull from a much larger market. This store would not work to compete
against the other grocers in town, but would offer products they do not carry, such as organic foods, fresh
local meats, fresh breads, specialty jams and jellies, etc. Specialty food stores are becoming increasingly
popular throughout the nation as more people begin to eat organic, clean, or gluten-free foods.

Pharmacies

Although Marshall is served by the Medicine Shoppe and the Wal-Mart Pharmacy, there still remains an
opportunity for another pharmacy (Walgreens or CVS) particularly located in or near the downtown area. A
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pharmacy willing to deliver and offer home health care products would work nicely with the continually aging
population. Currently, the market is showing a $5.8 million "leakage" from the area.

Clothing, Shoes, Jewelry & Accessories Stores

Besides Wal-Mart, trade area consumers have limited to no other options of locations to purchase clothing,
shoes, jewelry or accessories. This is leading to a $3.4 million "leakage" from the area. Chained retailers such
as Gliks or Maurices in a shopping complex near the I-70 corridor would offer opportunities for local and
transient travelers to purchase clothing in Marshall. Other boutique stores would fit nicely with the downtown
location as well. These would likely be small retail shops owned by independent merchants who can
specifically tailor their offerings to the local and visiting customer.

Sporting Goods Stores

Marshall, as a general statement, is a sports-driven community. Many of the market segments indicate a high
interest in outdoor activities, sports, hiking and fishing. The community has several sports leagues independent
of the school-sponsored programs. They have something for everyone and spend their nights and weekends at
the soccer fields or the ball diamonds. Currently a sporting goods store is not located in Marshall, however
consumer patterns and the near $1 million in "leakage" from this industry segment supports the need for one.
The stores listed in this NAICS group do not retail sporting goods outside of hunting or gaming equipment. In
addition, you must account for the high amount of tourism traffic in the community. These tourists who enjoy
active lifestyles, often enjoy participating in sports as well and would likely be a strong secondary market.

Full-Service Restaurants

Marshall currently has a "leakage" of $2 million in the Full-Service Restaurant category. This is often one
segment in which we see a "surplus" when a community lies along a major interstate in a rural area. This
however is not the case. The trade area is not adequately served with enough full-service restaurant options,
let alone those traveling or staying in the area. Popular cuisine in the local area would include country-style
cooking, steakhouses or unique dining experiences. According to the employees at the I-70 rest area near
Marshall, many travelers prefer to eat at a locally-owned establishment than a franchised restaurant.

Farm Supply Store

Marshall and the surrounding area's economy is driven by the agricultural sector, although the closest farm
supply store is located over 15 minutes away on IL Rte 1, either south to Robinson or north to Paris. During
individual conversations, focus group conversations and through survey responses the need for a farm supply
store has been mentioned time and time again. Spending in this industry is not tracked well due to the high
volume of business to business sales; however, using knowledge of the local market and demographics, this
option would warrant further investigation and study.

Truck Stop

Although Marshall is close to Terre Haute, it could likely support a truck stop. If semis travel past Terre Haute
heading west or past Effingham heading east then there is not a truck stop in between. A truck stop would also
provide the additional truck/RV parking that currently is not available by I-70. The gas stations near I-70 are
not set up to handle the heavy RV/Camper traffic this area sees due to Mill Creek Park and Lincoln Trail Park.
Currently there is a "surplus" of over $370,000 in gasoline station sales. This would likely increase significantly
if a truck stop was available.

Day Care Center

Currently, there are no day care centers that will care for children less than 18 months of age in Marshall.
Parents of these young children must find home-based providers (which are very limited as well), leave their
children within the care of a relative or transport them to other communities in which they work. There are
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only 97 positions for children in licensed facilities currently aged over 18 months to 5 years. According to the
2010 U.S. Census, the City of Marshall contained 256 children between the ages of 0 to 4 years.

Local Input
Secondary data is not the only source of information used in order to develop this market analysis. Local input
and knowledge was gathered through surveys, focus groups and individual interviews.
Business Owners Surveys
All Marshall business owners were sent surveys to complete in order to gauge current business conditions.
Thirty-eight surveys were returned to the City of Marshall Economic Development department. Of these some
were not completed in entirety but all results were used to generated the following summary.
The local businesses believed that the local police and fire protection is outstanding in Marshall. The majority
of those business owners tried to buy products and services locally and directed their customers to do the
same. Most seek out ways to cooperate with other local businesses and feel the existing business mix helps
their businesses. Most of the respondents were either neutral (didn't apply) or believed that the look and feel
of the downtown helps their business. Most believe that Marshall has a positive image that attracts customers
and is an excellent place to have a business.
When given a list of possible challenges to their businesses, respondents believed that most of those
challenges did not exist in Marshall. Those thought not to be challenges included conflict with building owners,
expensive rent, insufficient financing, insufficient parking, competition via internet, restrictive business
regulations, shoplifting, unskilled workers, vandalism, loitering and perceived safety. Some felt that recruiting
and retaining employees and expensive or unavailable products were minor challenges, as well as, out-of-town
competition.
The business owners were given several options for assistance and information and asked if given the
availability would they take advantage of these options. Most said they would not, but about one-third said
they would be interested in advertising/marketing/branding, internet service and e-commerce/web design
services.
When asked why people visited downtown, respondents stated the biggest reason being restaurants and bars
(14). Next was stores and services (7). Eight respondents said to visit the Marshall Public Library. Next popular
was special attractions/festivals (6) and to go to the County courthouse or for law services (6). Lastly, a few
respondents mentioned the atmosphere with its beautiful and historic elements and for convenience, loyalty
and great service.
Respondents believed that cooperative advertising coordination, business directories, brochures, and maps,
along with website or internet resources and special event coordination services could be useful to their
business. Most respondents did not know about or would not use several resources available to them,
including SCORE, SBDC, the Revolving Loan Fund or other local incentives.
All respondents were satisfied, with two being neutral, with the present location of their businesses. Most
have no plans to expand or reduce operations within the next year. Two plan to reduce products/services and
nine plan to expand products/services. When asked if financial assistance were available, would they consider
building improvements such as facade work or new signage, 35 percent answered "yes".
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Most businesses have been in operation for over 20 years, with many beginning at its current location under
the same ownership. Most businesses own their space and have a private parking lot. On average 60.5 percent
of business employees live in Marshall. The slowest months are January, February, and December. The busiest
month is April when collectively looking at results. When asked which local events increase sales volume for
their businesses, the greatest number of respondents answered with festivals and holidays.
When asked what consumer segments are the most important to their businesses, respondents more often
responded with residents, both male and female, ages 18 to 64 with a medium to high income. When asked
what other businesses respondents would like to see come to Marshall, owners answered with: Rural King (6),
KFC/Taco Bell (3), Teen Center/Rec Center/YMCA (2), Manufacturer/Lg. Employer (2), Hardware Store (2), FullService Restaurant (2), Movie Theatre (2), Roller Rink (2), Long John Silver's (1), Fabric Store & Yarns (1), Art
Supply (1), Target (1), Welding Shop (1), Auto & Truck Repair (1), Cabalas/Gander Mtn/Bass Pro (1), Sports Bar
(1), Starbucks (1), Bakery (1), Tux/Wedding Shop (1), and the return of Neal Tire (1).
When asked to choose from a list of several business types, respondents chose movie theaters (9), bakery (6),
optometrist (7), full service restaurant (6), butcher/meat shop (5), furniture (5), computer/software (5),
general merchandise (4), jewelry (4), accounting/tax (4), general rental center (4), veterinary services (3),
children's clothing (3), florists (3), gift and souvenir (3), office supplies (3), sporting goods (3),
alterations/sewing (2), night club (2), nail salons (2), mail/copy service (2), dry cleaners (2), dentist (2), coffee
shop (2), bar/grill (2), shoe store (2), pet and supplies (2), hobby/toy/game (2), health/personal care (2),
building materials (2), beer/wine/liquor (1), book and news (1), convenience store (1), family clothing (1),
pharmacies and drug (1), sewing/needlework (1), car detailing (1), auto service (1), physician (1), and formal
wear/costume (1).
When asked about the types of housing that they would like to see added to town, 55 percent answered with
single family, 22 percent answered condos, 16 percent answered senior units and the rest answered with
either rental apartments or loft/studio units. Over 24 percent believe that if bike/pedestrian trails were
developed that it could support their businesses. When asked about additional lodging accommodations, most
did not feel Marshall needed them. Those that answered “yes”, responded with a Bed & Breakfast or
additional cabins at Mill Creek Park.
VOICE Session
The Vision for Increased Commerce and Entertainment (VOICE) Session was hosted in an effort to draw local
opinions on the current business climate of Marshall and to gather local input on additional retail and service
businesses that would help to meet local needs. During this session, an employee of a local firm whom works
at the I-70 Rest Area was present. This is the busiest rest area in the state of Illinois. The rest area sees 1,500
motorists daily. Motorists ask rest area attendees about local communities and the services they provide,
including mechanic/towing services, nearby truck stops, and local restaurants. Apparently Marshall lacks a tow
service or mechanic to contact after hours (or at least none that the rest area attendants are aware of) and is
devoid of a truck stop. The rest area attendants must send travelers to Effingham, the nearest truck stop. City
of Marshall brochures are made available through this venue. The representative present suggested the City of
Marshall brochures be updated as the staff has to continually mark out businesses that are listed but no longer
have their doors open.
Other businesses Marshall lacks that participants mentioned are: ATV dealership/service/rental, clothing
stores, entertainment venues for both adults and children, a furniture store, a farm supply store, an
optometrist, day care facilities, someone to service boats, a quick lube/tire shop, parking for campers and RVs,
and fine dining (full-service restaurants).
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The rest area attendant also mentioned the many requests to see the wind chimes in Casey and the desire to
see historic bridges. The attendant sends motorists down US 40 to stop at the many bridges along the way.
This is an opportunity for Marshall. A "bridge tour" could be created. The City could also use the National Road
Welcome Center as a draw to get travelers into Marshall. From there, travelers could drive along U.S. 40
(National Road) to see bridges of interest and on to the wind chimes in Casey.
When participants were asked about the biggest draws to Marshall, they responded with: school system, clean
community, family-friendly, City Band concerts, Sam's Steakhouse (unique dining experience), Lincoln Trail
Park, Mill Creek Park, traditions such as Autumn Fest and the Garden Fair, TRW, the National Road, antique
stores, and the Phoenix Theater.
The group then discussed the challenges business-owners and shoppers face in Marshall. Participants
mentioned that Harlan Hall is a sore subject for many Marshall residents, that stores downtown are not open
during prime shopping hours and many are only open by appointment or through contacting by phone,
customer service skills are lacking (however, the rest area attendant mentioned the many compliments
received about McDonald's in Marshall-cleanliness and friendly service), many stores do not have signage,
locals do not market their businesses, poor past communications between the City and potential/existing
businesses, and the lack of parking downtown.
Participants discussed their past frustration with the City and not getting the information they needed to open
a new business or assist in an existing one. Others didn't know who to contact to find available sites and
buildings, incentives offered or other business resources. The participants talked about seeing what other
communities do to help those trying to start a new business to assist them in the endeavor and ensure the
business has a plan in place prior to opening the doors. The City and Chamber mentioned that they are not
always contacted by potential business owners until they are turning on or transferring their utilities and at
that point it is too late to help them. Several possible solutions to remedying the parking issues were
discussed.

Overall Market Observations and Conclusions
Based on the retail leakage data illustrated here, Marshall has the opportunity to expand its retail presence for
all retail districts throughout town. Retail expansion in Marshall is likely to involve the concerted effort of the
public and the private sector in partnership. The following conclusions will form the basis of the
recommendations to follow in the Goals and Objectives portion of this plan.






Marshall is both a traditional retail-trading center that serves several markets: the direct community of
Marshall itself, the rural surrounding area, the tourist market and the transient traveler market.
Consequently, Marshall cannot have a single marketing strategy.
Having said that, Marshall needs a cohesive or coordinated marketing message. Local City and
Chamber representatives have begun working toward this message, but it is still in its infancy.
Connectivity is lacking between the I-70 shopping area and the downtown shopping area.
The existing downtown businesses need to develop solid hours that align with the lifestyle of the
consumers along with participate in marketing their businesses in order to grow and succeed.
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Housing

Housing, specifically affordable housing, is one of the key components in determining future growth and
development of any community. Economic prosperity relies on both the total number of units available and
the quality of those housing units.

Housing Occupancy
The housing characteristics of the City of Marshall share some common trends with other communities in the
region. As with many of these communities, Marshall has an average family household size of approximately
2.2. Marshall has 88.4 percent of its housing units occupied. This is comparative to other communities, but is
higher than Casey (85.8%) and Clark County (87.3%).
Marshall's housing units are 62.9 percent owner-occupied. This rate is lower than that of the surrounding
communities and Clark County. However, this is an increase from the 2000 owner-occupied rate of 57.6
percent and nearly equal to the 1990 percent of 62.7.
Housing units have increased from 1,832 units in 2000 to 1,944 in 2010. This is a 6.1 percent increase in 10
years. The population increased from 3,771 to 3,933 during that same decade, resulting in a 5.9 percent
population increase. It is a rule of thumb for housing units to increase at approximately the same rate as the
population. This trend is expected to continue.
2010
Marshall
Total Households
1,719
Avg. HH Size
2.23
Family HH
1,034
Female Head of HH
230
Housing Units
1,944
Occupied Housing
1,719
Owner Occupied
1,081
Renter Occupied
638
Source: U.S. Census 2010

Casey
1,163
2.27
706
154
1,355
1,163
770
393

Greenup
670
2.19
386
82
729
670
482
188

Paris
3,800
2.27
2,312
502
4,285
3,800
2,528
1,272

Robinson
2,856
2.22
1,670
321
3,248
2,856
1,918
938

Clark County
6,782
2.38
4,593
656
7,772
6,782
5,160
1,622

Housing Age
According to the 2007-2011 American Community Survey, Marshall is estimated to have 1,929 total housing
units. This estimate is fairly accurate but still off by 15 units from the actual 2010 U.S. Census number of 1,944.
Of these 1,929 units, it is estimated that 41 percent of them were built before 1960, 11.7 percent were built in
the 1960s, 22.4 percent were built in the 1970s, 4.7 percent were built in the 1980s, 12.9 percent were built in
the 1990s, and 7.3 percent have been built since 2000. Subsequent growth periods in the number of housing
units occurring in the 60s and 70s were the onset of the Baby Boomers entering the housing market following
World War II. Since then, Marshall has still experienced growth, but at a slower rate.
The City of Marshall supplied information showing that since 2000, 68 single-family residences have been
constructed within city limits. Twenty-one of these homes were constructed between 2000 and 2001. Several
multi-family units have been constructed over the years. Only five multi-family units (all duplexes) were
constructed between 2000 and mid-2005. As of June of 2005, the multi-family construction grew at an
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increasing rate. Twenty-one new structures were built with 114 separate living units, while only 24 new singlefamily residences were built during this same time period.

Housing Types
Housing types can be classified into four major categories. These categories include single family, duplex,
mobile homes and multi-family. As can be seen in the table below, Marshall over the last decade has
remained steady on the percentage of housing units that are single-family. There has been a slight increase in
the number of duplexes and multi-family structures. The previous decade showed an increase in multi-family
structures of over 30 percent. This growth is still present but at a much decreased rate.

Housing Type
Single Family
Duplex
Mobile Homes
Multi-Family
Total Units
Source: U.S. Census Bureau

2000

%

2011

%

1,268
98
232

70.1
5.4
12.8

1,346
83
236

69.8
4.3
12.2

211

11.7

264

13.7

1,809

100

1,929

100

According to the 2010 U.S. Census, the City of Marshall houses contain a median number of 5.5 rooms. Nearly
50 percent of homes are at least three bedrooms. Over thirty-seven percent of householders moved into their
homes in 2005 or later.

Housing Costs
According to the 2010 U.S. Census the median home value in the City of Marshall is $89,500. This is an
estimated increase of $21,500 over the 2000 U.S. Census data. Approximately fifty-three percent of
homeowners have a mortgage on their home. According to local real estate professionals, housing within the
$90,000 to $120,000 range is in the greatest demand by home-buyers. Over forty-five percent of homes are
valued between $50,000 to $99,999. The median mortgage payment is approximately $700 per month.
Median rent is $727 per month.

Housing Survey
The condition of current housing in a community is an important indicator of the condition of available housing
in the future. In the 2005 City of Marshall Comprehensive Plan, housing conditions were broken into four main
categories. These categories included: Standard, Substandard minor, Substandard major, and Dilapidated. This
Survey was developed using the same classifications.
“Standard” housing conditions can be defined as having no visual exterior defects, is of solid construction, and
is built to provide safe and healthy living. A standard structure is the highest rated structure classification in
this survey.
“Substandard minor” housing conditions can be defined as having slight defects that can be corrected during
regular house maintenance. Defect might include major peeling or cracking of paint, slight damage to porches,
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slight damage to steps, cracked or broken windows, defect in exterior walls (cracked wooden boards or
missing siding), and minor roof damage.
“Substandard major” housing conditions can be defined as needing more repair than regular routine
maintenance. The repairs will make the structure safe. Substandard major dwelling units can be rehabilitated
to conform to Standard housing condition. Defects might include major damage to porches, missing or
severely damaged steps, missing or boarded windows, missing bricks or rotting boards on exterior walls,
missing shingles or holes in roofs, and missing bricks or leaning chimneys.
“Dilapidated” housing conditions can be defined as in a state of disrepair. Dilapidated housing should be
demolished, as rehabilitation is not economically feasible in most situations. Defects might include housing
tilts, foundation sags, collapsed porch, collapsed chimney or fire damage.
A windshield survey conducted by Planning Success LLC identified the current housing conditions in five
neighborhood areas within the City of Marshall. The neighborhoods were selected in alignment with the ones
used in the 2005 Comprehensive Plan. At that time, the neighborhoods were selected based upon their
concentration of housing and their location in the City to reflect different regions. The aim was then to use this
limited data to provide a general representation of the overall housing conditions within the City of Marshall.
Each area represented approximately 8 to 10 square blocks and contained 40 to 80 residential structures.
Housing conditions were determined merely by looking at the exterior of the structure and may not be
representative of the complete condition of the home. It is important to note that individual home inspections
were not performed and conditions were evaluated in only a limited portion of the City.
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North Elementary Neighborhood
The first neighborhood is located on the north side of the City near the High School, Junior High and North
Elementary School. It includes the area between North 6th Street to North Michigan Avenue (IL Rte 1) between
Mulberry Street and Oak Street, an area roughly .05 square miles. This neighborhood included the greatest
concentration of single-family residences with approximately 78 units. According to the 2010 U.S. Census, 74
of these units are occupied, with nearly 73 percent being owner-occupied. The estimated median value of
homes in this neighborhood is $82,411. Estimated median household income in this neighborhood is $46,968
with a 2010 population of 170 residents. The homes were predominately in sound condition with
approximately 75 percent of homes being in Standard or Substandard minor condition. Fifteen percent of the
homes in this neighborhood are trailers.
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East Side Neighborhood
The second neighborhood is located from North 12th Street to North 14th between Hickory Street and Archer
Avenue. This neighborhood incorporates about .03 square miles and contains approximately 52 housing units,
with 49 of those being occupied. Seventy-three percent of the occupied homes are by owners and the median
value of homes in this neighborhood is $79,734. There are 112 residents living here with a median household
income of $35,788. Approximately 80 percent of the housing in this area is considered Standard to
Substandard minor, with only three trailers in this neighborhood.
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Mid-Town Neighborhood
The third neighborhood is located just southwest of the downtown area. This neighborhood included the area
from Archer Street to Walnut Street between 2nd and 3rd Streets and covers roughly .02 square miles. This
neighborhood contains two housing complexes operated by the Clark County Housing Authority. It contains
sixty-five housing units. Over fifty percent of the housing units are renter occupied due to the housing complex
mentioned. According to the 2010 U.S. Census, 133 residents live in this neighborhood with a median
household income of $35,600. The median home value for this neighborhood is $81,510. Only two trailers exist
in this neighborhood and most homes are classified as Standard or Substandard minor. One home in this
neighborhood was identified as Dilapidated.
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Southeast Side Neighborhood
The fourth neighborhood is located on the Southeast section of the City and incorporates the area bordered by
Chestnut Street on the north, Elm Street on the south, 10th Street on the east and 8th Street on the west. This
neighborhood covers approximately .03 square miles. This neighborhood has a population of 73 residents with
a median household income of $31,327. The median house value was estimated as $66,741 in 2012. According
to the 2010 U.S. Census, 42 housing units exist in this neighborhood with 34 of those being occupied. Twenty
of these units are owner-occupied, while 14 are renter-occupied. This neighborhood has the highest
concentration of vacant housing units, as well as trailers, compared to all other subject neighborhoods. This
neighborhood also has the biggest problem in terms of dilapidation and ill-conditioned accessory buildings,
such as garages and sheds. The neighborhood also contains the households with the lowest median household
income and lowest median home values.
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South Side Neighborhood
The last neighborhood is located just southeast of the TRW manufacturing facility. This neighborhood is
roughly .04 square miles and includes the area from West Vine Street to Myrtle Street between South
Michigan Avenue and South 4th Street. This neighborhood includes 59 housing units according to the 2010 U.S.
Census, with 56 of those being occupied. The occupancy by owners and renters is basically split in half. The
median home value is $81,510. The 2010 population was 124 residents with a median household income of
$33,470. This neighborhood includes 13 trailers, which is the largest number of trailers in one single
neighborhood studied, but not the largest concentration of this type of structure. Ninety-one percent of the
stick-built structures are considered either Standard or Substandard minor.

The results of this limited windshield survey show the overall conditions of the housing stock in Marshall are
Standard to Substandard minor. This indicates that despite the aging housing stock in the community, the
homes have been maintained through the years and are in sound condition. Although there is housing in need
of significant repairs or demolition, these homes serve as a low percentage of the total housing stock.
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Infrastructure & Transportation

One of the biggest responsibilities and functions of the City is to maintain and expand the infrastructure that
lies within the community. The City owns its own utilities, similar to Sullivan or Salem, Illinois. Therefore, they
are the provider of electric, gas, water, and sewer services to their residents.

Water & Sewer
Water and sewer systems are essential to any community. The capacity and location of these systems usually
work to guide the location and quantity of future developments. Marshall has both a municipal water system
and a municipal sewer system.
Water
The City of Marshall's existing water distribution line network totals 70.6 miles. Raw water for the City is
supplied by four groundwater wells (Well Numbers 2,3,5,6) with four separate pumps. These wells are located
along Big Creek just east of Marshall. The water is treated on-site in the well field with both hypochlorite and
fluoride by an automatic feed, then pumped through a header to a pair of parallel 12" PVC mains that flow to
town. These pipes feed into one of two 500,000 gallon water towers, one located in the center of the City and
the other located on the southwest side of the City. The water towers provide enough pressure to distribute
water to the entire system. From the water towers, the water travels through a grid of the inner city, which is
composed of ductile iron pipes ranging from 1 to 10-inches in diameter and lengths from 1 to 800 feet
between junctions. The system then branches out from the inner city through PVC pipes ranging from 1 to 10
inches in diameter and lengths of 1 to 2500 feet between junctions. These two types of water mains then feed
into .75 inch diameter water service lines, which deliver water to the customers. According to a study
performed by Marshall Underground Engineering in 2011, the average daily flow rate in 2010 was 369.52 gpm
with a total volume billed of 194,221,600 gallons over the course of that year. The top ten water customers for
the City of Marshall for the year 2010 included: City of Martinsville, Clark-Edgar Rural Water, TRW, Burnside
Community Healthcare, I-70 Rest Area, Marshall High School, Super 8, Cooper's Laundry, Custom Films, and
McDonald's. Since that time, the City no longer supplies Clark-Edgar Rural Water District with water on a
regular basis but the City does have an agreement with the District for use of the water whenever needed.
Water Supplier: MUNICIPAL
Water Source: WELL
Gallons/Day
1,000,000
3,000,000

Storage Capacity
Treatment Capacity
Average Daily
Demand
Peak Daily Demand
Excess Capacity

600,000
600,000
1,750,000

Due to the close proximity of Big Creek, the City is currently working to implement a stream stabilization plan.
The chosen plan of action was to promote stability by installing an imbricated riprap wall and rock vanes and
re-grading the upper bank to a stable angle. This project is estimated to be completed in 2015.
Also included in the 2011 Water Distribution System Study was the conclusion that the system was estimated
to keep up with demands until 2030. Several future developments were used to estimate usage. These
developments included a strip mall, additional fast food restaurant, dine-in restaurant, two light
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manufacturing facilities, two additional hotels, and a shopping outlet. One of these hotels has since been
constructed but none of the other developments have as of December 2013. All of these developments were
estimated to occur near Interstate 70. The study shows that the current system can indeed support these
additional commercial and industrial users, however the concern lies with the 100-year old infrastructure. The
study leads to replacing existing infrastructure instead of building new.
Sewer
The existing sewer system in Marshall contains approximately 134,490 feet of gravity sewer, 20,370 feet of
sanitary sewer force main, 8,820 feet of combined sewer force main, 10 lift stations and an aerated lagoon
wastewater treatment plant. In 2010, the City of Marshall received grant funding to assist with separating the
combined sewers in the northeast portion of town. Now, 53 percent of the sewers are indeed separated and
the City continues to work toward the goal of 100 percent separation.
As part of this plan, a Conditional Assessment Report (CAR) was performed in order to evaluate the existing
combined sewers and to provide the City with the information it needs to develop a plan for implementing the
remaining phases of the separation project. The full CAR can be found as Appendix B.
Waste Water Treatment
Type of Sewage Treatment Plant: SECONDARY
Process: AERATED LAGOON
Treatment Capacity

1,350,000

Present Load

460,000

Excess Capacity

890,000

In 1990, the current wastewater treatment plant was constructed to replace the East Side Trickling Filter Plant
and the 1967 West Side Activated Sludge Plant. The wastewater flow from the Old West Side Plant is pumped
via force main to the Holly Lane pump station, then that flow along with the west half of Marshall's gravity
flow is pumped through an 18-inch diameter force main and discharged into a 44-inch diameter interceptor
sewer line which also collects the east half of Marshall's gravity flow and flows to the inlet structure pump
station of the plant which is located at the east edge of town.
The wastewater plant covers a pond area of 5.3 acres and of .45 MGD (million gallons per day). The Daily
Maximum Flow of the plant is 1.35 MGD. The treatment process includes mechanical bar screening, a primary
aerated treatment lagoon and a secondary aerated treatment lagoon with a rock filter to the outfall structure.

Electricity & Natural Gas
The City of Marshall has been directly involved with the supply of electricity to its residents and local
businesses since 1903 when the City purchased the system from LuCole. The City of Marshall installed the gas
system in 1963. By owning these systems, Marshall is able to provide its citizens with affordable and reliable
utilities while offering the City an additional source of revenue.
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Electricity
The present electrical service area includes customers both within and outside the City limits and powers the
city water well field. Since 1991, the City has been one of 29 municipal electric utilities that are full
requirements members of the Illinois Municipal Electric Agency (IMEA). The IMEA sells wholesale electricity to
the City along with providing some technical engineering support, communications and economic
development services. The City purchases 100 percent of its electric energy needs from the IMEA. This method
of purchasing wholesale energy with the City operating and maintaining the distribution systems provides the
citizens a reliable service at a reasonable rate while allowing local control over the system.
In 2009, the City had nearly 2,500 electric customers with 84 percent of these being residential. The system
has two electrical substations capable of generating 10 MW of power daily, 13,800-volt primary distribution
system and secondary service. At the power plant, the City houses and maintains the equipment capable of
generating 16,550 KW of electricity each day. Currently the City has an excess of 4 MW of electricity available
beyond peak demand.
Natural Gas
A natural gas system was installed in the City in 1963. The system consisted of a 6 inch transmission system
(high pressure distribution line) from State Line Metering Station, which is located on the north side of U.S. 40
approximately one mile west of the Illinois/Indiana state line, through Marshall to the Casey/Martinsville
metering station located on the south side of U.S. 40 approximately one-quarter mile west of the intersection
of U.S. 40 and the Old National Road (old US 40) west of town. The system also included all the smaller
diameter distribution lines. Natural gas is purchased wholesale from the 40-member Illinois Municipal Gas
Agency which has 18 "purchasing" members.
The State Line Metering Station building was replaced in 2001. In the fall of 2000 the State Line Metering
Station building was hit by lightning and destroyed beyond repair. The building was replaced and expanded by
four feet to the west to allow for the metering equipment to be placed inside the building out of the elements.
Today the same high pressure main exists as it was installed in 1963 and the distribution system has grown to
encompass an area of approximately 2.5 mile radius around Marshall. Several distribution systems have been
installed along U.S. 40 between the City and the State Line Metering Station, such as in the Dunlap area,
Weaver Road area and the Livingston area.

Transportation Facilities
The City of Marshall has several transportation facilities within its limits. These facilities include local streets,
state and federal highways, railroads and sidewalks. The City does not include aviation facilities, however a
commercial airport, International Hulman Field, is located 20 miles away. The nearest public airport is
Indianapolis International Airport and is located 80 miles away.
The City of Marshall maintains 46.3 miles of City streets. The City sets a local maintenance program yearly. The
City also maintains the sidewalks throughout the City. The City works yearly to replace damaged or dilapidated
sidewalks with new, ADA-compliant facilities. The City also developed a plan in 2012-City of Marshall
Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities Plan. Within, the Plan outlines a network of proposed facilities that would
increase the number of safe non-vehicular transportation and recreation options throughout the community,
while providing connectivity to other proposed County-wide and State-wide trail systems.
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The State-maintained routes of IL-1, U.S. 40 and I-70 intersect Marshall as well. These routes or at least
portions of them are designated truck routes. Interstate 70 is a Class I Truck Route, while U.S. 40 and IL-1 are
Class II Truck Routes. The Clarksville Road is a Class III Truck Route.
An active CSX railroad (St. Louis Line) cuts through Marshall, running east-west. This line consists of two tracks
with an approximate traffic of ten trains per day. This line links St. Louis and Terre Haute. Another CSX line,
offering north-south service, runs from Terre Haute north through Danville to Chicago.

Telecommunications
The City of Marshall is serviced by Frontier and Mediacom for internet and phone service. It is also serviced by
Joink for internet. The providers currently
have upload/download speeds of:
Frontier:
Download
Upload
Mediacom:
Download
Upload
Joink:
Download
Upload

30MB
2MB
30MB
2MB
15MB
2MB
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Energy Conservation
The City of Marshall is pro-energy conservation. Linked to the City's website is the "Home Energy Suite" that
allows utility customers to analyze the energy efficiency of their homes and pinpoint specific improvements
that will allow them energy savings, learn the energy costs associated with using appliances and electronics as
well as the costs to operate different types of lighting. The City also grants money each year to businesses or
industries to implement energy efficiency measures in its facility. City Hall was constructed with energy
efficiency measures in mind, including motion-controlled lighting. The City continues to seek out new ways to
encourage energy efficiency within its operations and its customers.
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Existing Land Use

The Zoning Code is found as Appendix A in the City of Marshall Code of Ordinances. This Ordinance is to
establish districts for the purpose of promoting the public health, safety, morals, and general welfare of the
community. Those districts are listed below and the Schedule of Uses can be found in Appendix C.
A-1 districts (Agricultural uses): The primary purpose of the agricultural district is to allow areas within the
corporate limits of the city to be retained in agriculture use in order to prevent scattered nonfarm growth;
preserve woodlands and wildlife areas, and retain open space in its natural state. The requirements of the
district are designed so as to prevent unwarranted premature urban development from encroaching upon
legitimate agricultural areas, thus disrupting the agriculture resources, environment, and economy. It is
essential that development in areas which are predominately agricultural be based on sound principles which
realize the importance of such activities to the economy and welfare of the city. Dwellings that are not farm
dwellings are prohibited in the agricultural district.
I-1 districts (Light industrial), I-2 districts (heavy industrial): The primary purpose of the industrial districts is
that they be located to serve industrial concerns efficiently and to minimize any negative impact on less
intense uses such as some commercial and all residential uses. This purpose includes protecting lands with
suitable characteristics and infrastructure for industrial development from residential encroachment. For this
purpose, industrial uses are allowed greater density. For industrial districts, more than one (1) principal use
may be allowed in a single building without zoning board of appeals approval if the uses are permitted by right
in the districts. In addition, to satisfy the purpose residential uses are prohibited in industrial districts. This
does not apply to farm dwellings.
The primary purpose of the business districts is that they be located to serve commercial concerns efficiently
and to minimize any negative impact on less intense uses such as residences and agriculture. For this purpose,
business uses are allowed greater density. For business districts, more than one (1) principal use may be
allowed in a single building without zoning board of appeals approval if the uses are permitted by the right in
the district.
B-1 districts (Neighborhood business) are intended to provide commercial areas of limited size, for basic trade
and personal services for the convenience of adjacent residential areas, for needs recurring regularly or
frequently.
B-2 districts (General business) are intended to provide areas with a range of commercial uses wider than that
of neighborhood business but at a lower intensity than the regional shopping districts, meeting the general
business needs of the city.
B-3 districts' (Regional shopping center) primary purpose is to provide for retail, service, office and
commercial uses of regional importance. It is intended to provide the zoning and capital improvements which
attract a level of development capable of generating a significant number of jobs. Establishments in this district
may range in size from free-standing one-user buildings to regional shopping malls. Such businesses generate
high levels of traffic and consequently require a significant investment in public infrastructure.
The B-4 district's (Downtown business) primary purpose is to establish and preserve the downtown business
area that was developed in the earlier years of the City's history. This district is intended to promote a
pedestrian-oriented space that is convenient and attractive for a wide range of retail uses and business,
including governmental and professional offices, which provide a variety of services to the general public. The
intent of this district is to preserve the existing downtown area in the manner in which it was developed.
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R-1 districts (One-family residential), R-3 districts (Two-family residential), R-4 districts (Multiple-family
residential): The primary purpose of residential districts is to promote a harmonious environment for family
living and to such extend the following prohibitions and actions are taken to:
(1)Prohibit business, commercial or industrial use of the land, and to prohibit any other use which would
substantially interfere with development or continuation of one-family dwellings in the district.
(2)Encourage the discontinuance of existing uses that would not be permitted as new uses under the
provisions of this ordinance.
(3)Discourage any land use which would generate traffic on minor local streets other than normal traffic to
serve the residences on those streets.
(4)Discourage any use which, because of its character or size, would create requirements and costs for public
services, such as fire and police protection, water supply and sewerage, substantially in excess of such
requirements and costs if the district were developed solely for one-family dwellings.
During the planning process, the Steering Committee and the Future Land Use & Housing Sub-Committee
marked on the current zoning map to show the most popular locations for many of the items discussed
throughout the planning process, as well as to show the areas of flooding within the community. This map is
included in Appendix C and was used to develop the Future Land Use Map.
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2008 Flood Impact & Mitigation

In June of 2008, the City of Marshall was hit with a rain event that
caused significant damage within the community to both public and
private properties and infrastructure. This flood also caused damage
that could have resulted in severe threats to human health and safety.
Many mitigation measures protecting the community from future floods
have been implemented or are in the process of being implemented
since then. The City of Marshall did participate in the development of
the Clark County Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan approved by FEMA in
2011. All implemented measures are in alignment with the
recommendations included in that plan. The City also participates in the
National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP).

Photo submitted by Warren Le Fever

One incident of damage was the flooding of the well field that provides Marshall with its entire potable water
supply. Big Creek overflowed into the well field during the heavy rain event, allowing storm water to enter
Well #4. Thankfully the rain water also damaged the electric feed to the wells preventing the flood water
contaminating the well to enter into the distribution system. The City had also just installed two new wells
with backup generation, all above the 500-year flood elevation, with a buried electric distribution system. All
of these measures and incidents thereby protected the community from
severe threats to health and safety that could have been caused by
consuming contaminated water. Following the flood, the City sealed the
well off from future pumping due to bacterial growth level samples taken
from the well. A comparison study was then done in respect to Well #4
and Big Creek stream bed. The further migration of Big Creek will allow
increased migration of surface water into the producing zone of the
remaining wells. Recommendations included an immediate stabilization
Photo submitted by City of Marshall
of Big Creek through the City’s well field limits. Therefore, the City applied
for FEMA grant funds to implement erosion control of Big Creek to prevent further erosion of the stream bank
through the well field. The application was still being processed while this plan was being developed, but
communications with IEMA showed promise that grant funds would be awarded to implement this project.
Pictures of this flooding are included in Appendix D.
The City of Marshall has an Illinois Environmental Protection Agency (IEPA) permitted combined sewer system.
This combined system has experienced and continues to experience storm water infiltration into the sanitary
sewers. The 2008 flood event, however, dramatically increased the infiltration into the sanitary sewer system
in certain areas of the community and caused significant yard,
basement and first floor flooding. During high rainfall events, like the
2008 flood, the lagoons become overloaded, raising the water level
significantly which results in combined flow bypass discharges
(wastewater treatment plan consists of a two cell lagoon). Following
the flood, the City applied for grant dollars through the Illinois Disaster
Recovery Program through the “IKE” Public Infrastructure component
to make drainage improvements including storm sewer separation and
storm sewer improvements in the area on the northeast side of the
City in order to eliminate sewage backups into residences during flood
Photo submitted by Warren Le Fever
events. The City was awarded these funds and has implemented the necessary fixes. Pictures of the flooding in
this area are included in Appendix D. The City of Marshall has also submitted a CDAP Public Facilities
Construction application for storm sewer separation in the southeast area of the community to solve the same
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issues in a different quadrant of the community. This application was not approved for funding because of its
low scoring in income eligibility. The CDAP program is driven by benefiting low-to-moderate income
households. The City still plans to implement the project but will do so on a different timetable without
outside funding sources to help defray some of the costs included.
During the planning process, the 2008 Flood Sub-Committee suggested that all of the still-combined sewers be
televised and a Conditional Assessment Report be prepared to accurately rank which systems require attention
first. This would allow the City to budget for repairs to be made during the separation projects. A portion of
the Illinois Disaster Recovery Program PLP Grant that was used to develop this plan was also used to
investigate the combined sewer system and to develop a Conditional Assessment Report (CAR) based on the
findings. This report is included in Appendix B.
During the planning process, the 2008 Flood Sub-Committee also identified other problem areas. The Golf
Course Pond overflowed near the dam in 2008, nearly destroying the road and leaving the electric and gas
lines exposed. Quality Lime Road flooded severely, which leads to the Villas of Holly Brook assisted living
facility. The east National Road from the City limits east to U.S. 40 flooded due to the ditches overflowing from
the overload caused by the surface water coming off the adjacent farm ground. The power was off for several
hours following the rain event, causing basements to flood because sump pumps were not working and most
did not have battery backups. Most homeowners in Marshall do not have flood insurance therefore the
damage caused was not covered. Another reason for the flooding of basements (specifically mentioned was in
Kirchner’s Subdivision) was due to lift stations not flowing because of the power loss. It resulted in water
backing up into basements because most homeowners do not have backflow preventers on their connections.
Other specific areas of flooding included the areas south of U.S. 40 from 2nd to 8th Streets. U.S. 40 causes water
to pool in these areas and the Sub-Committee felt a drainage study should be performed to provide remedies
for this recurring problem. This flood-prone area includes the Otto Veach mobile home park, a Brownfield site,
ball diamonds, the City pool, schools, a nursing home and a medical facility. In addition, a natural drainage
discharge area is located near the nursing home where storm water pools. Other areas of major flooding were
at South 11th Street and East Archer, 11th Street and Vine Street, and in Kirchner Subdivision.
The Sub-Committee also mentioned that several flooding issues inside City limits were caused by the lack of
control of developments outside the City limits. Because the County lacks a Zoning Ordinance, developers do
not have to submit a site plan when building a new structure (unless the development will be discharging its
storm water to Illinois State right-of-way), thereby allowing the City/County no control over what the
developer does with its storm water.
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PART II: PLANNING POLICIES
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Sustainable Planning Principles

As a requirement for the funding provided to prepare this plan, this portion of the plan contains goals and
objectives that address the sustainable planning principles, along with many others. The City has taken these
six principles and applied them during the needs and project design phase of the planning process. They served
as a foundation for the needs analysis and goal statements in this plan. Those priorities are as follows:
1. Provide more transportation choices.
Develop safe, reliable and economical transportation choices to decrease household transportation costs,
reduce our nation’s dependence on foreign oil, improve air quality, reduce greenhouse gas emissions and
promote public health.
2. Promote equitable, affordable housing.
Expand location- and energy-efficient housing choices for people of all ages, incomes, races and ethnicities to
increase mobility and lower the combined cost of housing and transportation.
3. Enhance economic competitiveness.
Improve economic competitiveness through reliable and timely access to employment centers, educational
opportunities, services and other basic needs by workers as well as expanded business access to markets.
4. Support existing communities.
Target funding toward existing communities-through such strategies as transit-oriented, mixed-use
development and land recycling-to increase community revitalization, improve the efficiency of public works
investments, and safeguard rural landscapes.
5. Coordinate policies and leverage investment.
Align policies and funding to remove barriers to collaboration, leverage funding and increase the accountability
and effectiveness of all levels of government to plan for future growth, including making smart energy choices
such as locally generated renewable energy.
6.

Value communities and neighborhoods.

Enhance the unique characteristics of all communities by investing in healthy, safe, and walkable
neighborhoods--rural, urban, or suburban.
Each of the goals that follow will address one or more of these principles. Collectively, if implemented, these
principles will work to ensure a strong, healthy and vibrant community-one that will grow and prosper in the
future.
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2008 Flood Impacts Goals and Objectives

GOAL 1.1: PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS TO DECREASE FLOODING
Execute projects to improve public infrastructure and remedy problems occurring on public property to
mitigate against future flooding issues threatening health and safety.
Objective 1.1.1-Continue with Sewer Separation Project.
Continue with the sewer separation project until all sewers are no longer combined. The City of Marshall has a
combined storm/sanitary sewer system that surcharges during heavy rains. The surcharged effluent is a
mixture of storm and sanitary water which floods roadways, yards, basements and crawlspaces. This is a
serious threat to health and safety. The City will have separated 53% of the combined sewers at the
completion of the IDRP PI project (July 2013) in the northeast section of town. The City will continue to apply
for funding to subsidize these endeavors. Possible Funding Options: CDAP PI Program
Objective 1.1.2-Investigate combined sewers and derive a Conditional Assessment Report.
CCTV and inspect manholes and pipes to identify problem areas within the combined sewer system. Following
the investigation, develop a conditional assessment report and use to rank and budget for system repairs. This
will greatly alleviate overages during the separation projects, as the City will be aware of problems beforehand
instead of making discovery during construction. Continue this investigative process on a 5-year cycle in order
to continually assess and maintain the sewer system. Funded by: “IKE” PLP Program
Objective 1.1.3- Reconstruct streets to alleviate surface water flooding.
Identify possible street reconstruction projects where the current roadway conditions are contributing to the
flooding of residential properties. Possible Funding Options: FEMA HMGP
GOAL 1.2: PRIVATE PROPERTY FLOODING
Assist in the prevention of private property flooding, especially basements. Basement flooding was a
widespread problem in the City of Marshall during the 2008 flood. Most homeowners do not carry flood
insurance; therefore they must incur the costs of damages caused by sewer backup.
Objective 1.2.1-Urge residents to purchase Flood Insurance.
Encourage property owners to purchase flood insurance, especially those in areas identified as impacted by
the 2008 flood. This could be done through public notices through the local media, on the City's Facebook page
and through utility bill communications and by partnering with local insurance agencies to educate residents
on the importance of flood insurance coverage.
Objective 1.2.2-Incentivize backflow preventers.
Investigate the creation of an incentive program for private homeowners to install a backflow preventer device
on their property to prevent storm/sanitary sewer from backing up into their basement. USDA Rural
Development does have a 504 Program which provides loans to households with very low income (2013 limits:
1 Person, $20,100; 2 Person, $23,000; 3 Person, $25,850; 4 Person, $28,700; 5 Person, $31,000; 6 Person,
$33,300) for projects such as this. The 504 Program also has a grant program for individuals at least 62 years of
age and older who meet the same very low income limits.
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Objective 1.2.3-Encourage battery backups on sump pumps.
Encourage property owners to upgrade their sump pumps to ones including battery backups to prevent
basement flooding during power outages. Provide communications through the City's Facebook page, website
and through utility billings. The City could create a Flood Mitigation page on their website dedicated to
providing information and available resources to residents in case of a flood.
Objective 1.2.4-Build ditch barriers.
Encourage property owners to build ditch barriers if they reside along roadways that are causing yard flooding.
The City will work long-term to provide corrective measures within their right-of-way but these measures will
likely prove to be costly and the City will have to perform these over the course of many years. This objective
will provide protection against yard and basement/crawlspace flooding until a long-term solution can be
implemented.
GOAL 1.3: WATER SUPPLY PROTECTION
Continue with implementing measures to protect the wells from flood waters and derive a contingency plan in
case of future water supply contamination. During the 2008 flood, Marshall’s water supply was greatly
impacted. The well field was flooded by the stream, Big Creek, that meanders through it. Flood waters
contaminated Well #4 and knocked out the well field control communication system.
Objective 1.3.1-Control erosion of Big Creek.
Upon receipt of FEMA monies, execute the Big Creek Stream Restoration and Public Water Infrastructure
Wellfield Protection project. This project consists of bank shaping and erosion control measures to be
implemented to prevent future well field flooding. The City applied for Hazard Mitigation Grant Program
(HMGP) funding following the 2008 flood and has supplied FEMA with additional information to secure 75%
funding for this project. The City will fund the remaining 25% of project costs. The City expects an award letter
to be issued in 2014. Possible Funding Options: FEMA HMGP
Objective 1.3.2-Bury primary electric to the wells.
Bury the primary electric to the well field along the entrance road out to U.S. Route 40 to prevent future
electrical failures to the wells. Possible Funding Options: FEMA HMGP
Objective 1.3.3-Develop a Contingency Plan.
Implement changes to the existing interconnections to reverse the flow and buy water from the Clark-Edgar
Rural Water District in preparation for an event that would cause the City to lose its entire water supply.
Currently, Clark-Edgar purchases water from the City so the systems are interconnected. Minor changes would
be required to reverse this flow. Marshall does have 1 million gallons of storage in the 2 elevated water
towers, which is currently more than one day’s worth of water consumption.
GOAL 1.4: LOCAL AGENCY COORDINATION
Work with the State, County, Township and Landowners to remedy flooding problems throughout the City.
Several areas were identified as flood prone within the City of Marshall’s limits, along with others located
outside the limits that still attribute to flooding issues within the City.
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Objective 1.4.1-Contact the Illinois Department of Transportation (IDOT) to remedy flooding issues south of
U.S. 40.
Correspond with IDOT regarding flooding issues south of U.S. 40 between 2nd and 8th Streets. The
Comprehensive Plan 2008 Flood Sub-Committee stated that water pools in these areas. The Sub-Committee
believes the pooling is caused by U.S. Route 40. Unfortunately this is where Otto Veach mobile home park, a
Brownfield site, ball diamonds, City pool and park, schools, nursing home and the community’s medical facility
are located.
Objective 1.4.2-Perform Drainage Study on natural drainage discharge area.
Coordinate with local agencies to perform a drainage study on the natural drainage discharge area located
near Burnsides Nursing Home to provide suggested remedies. The study area involves private property and
land outside of City limits within Wabash Township jurisdiction.
Objective 1.4.3-Work with Wabash Township and Clark County to make drainage improvements.
Continue to work with the township and the county to improve drainage issues in the Clarksville Road area
from U.S. Route 40 to the CSX railroad tracks, Wabash Township Roads 1800th and 1880th and the northeast
quadrant of the City.
Objective 1.4.4-Excavate ditches on Old National Road.
Correspond with IDOT on the flooding issues thought to be caused by the lack of capacity in the ditches along
Old National Road from the City Limits east to U.S. Route 40. These ditches are not large enough to
accommodate the surface water runoff from the agricultural land. The overflowing ditches allow water to
encroach on the Quality Lime Road, which leads to The Villas of Holly Brook Assisted Living Facility and
personal properties.
Objective 1.4.5-Perform Drainage Study on undersized Stone Arch Bridge.
Perform a drainage study to investigate the flooding issues caused by the lack of capacity of the old Stone Arch
Bridge located on East Old National Road. The challenge comes in providing a solution to the problem while
remaining sensitive to the historical importance of this structure.
Objective 1.4.6-Provide solutions to the Golf Course Pond Issue.
Investigate the best alternative to preventing the Golf Course Pond from overflowing and damaging the road.
During the 2008 flood the overflow of water nearly washed out the road and left the gas and electric lines
exposed. This road provides the only access to two subdivisions. If the road is flooded this prevents residents
from entering or leaving.
Objective 1.4.7-Support the development of controls outside of city limits.
Support the county if they choose to investigate an ordinance that would require developers to submit a site
plan for county review and approval prior to building a multi-family, commercial or industrial structure.
Partner with the county in reviewing these plans when the property lies adjacent to the City Limits to ensure
the plan accounts for proper drainage. Currently the county does not have a land use ordinance in place;
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therefore plans do not have to be submitted for review and approval unless the new development will be
discharging its storm water onto State right of way.
GOAL 1.5: FURTHER MITIGATION AGAINST FUTURE FLOODING
Identify causes of flooding in other areas not already addressed in previous objectives and train City staff on
the IEMA Public Assistance Program. The 2008 Flood Sub-Committee, along with additional input from other
Sub-Committees and residents, named many areas impacted by the 2008 flood. These areas routinely flood
with substantial rainfalls. It is important to identify the reason for localized flooding in order to provide
solutions to prevent it from recurring in the future.
Objective 1.5.1-Investigate other flood prone areas.
Investigate other named flood prone areas in the City and identify the cause of flooding. Many of these areas
flood due to the surcharging of the sewer system, while others are not. Those areas identified as flooding in
2008, not already identified in previous Objectives, are: S 11th Street and E Archer, 11th and Vine (old railroad
viaduct), and Kirchner Subdivision.
Objective 1.5.2-Implement solutions to flooding issues.
Once the cause of flooding is identified, plan to remedy the issue as funding availability allows. Prioritize
flooding areas based on severity and begin implementing fixes on the most severe. Possible Funding Options:
FEMA HMGP
Objective 1.5.3- Train City staff on IEMA Public Assistance Program.
Designate City Staff to be trained on the IEMA Public Assistance Program. Local governments are responsible
for performing an Initial Damage Assessment (IDA) to identify damages, costs and impacts after a disaster or
emergency incident occurs. The assessors should be trained to perform the assessment correctly and
understand the process of major disaster declarations and the work required to receive assistance for damages
through FEMA.
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Public Hazards & Safety Goals and Objectives
GOAL 2.1: INCREASE SAFETY ALONG ILLINOIS ROUTE 1

Implement measures to increase the safety of all travelers, both vehicular and non-motorized from Trefz Drive
to the southern edge of City limits.
Objective 2.1.1-Construct CSX/IL Route 1 Pedestrian Bridge Trail.
Continue to identify funding opportunities to construct a sidewalk along IL Route 1 from U.S. Route 40 to Trefz
Drive, including a pedestrian bridge over the active CSX railroad. This project was identified in the City of
Marshall Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities Plan (2012) and has been the focus of conversation with IDOT and
state legislators. The City submitted an ITEP application for this project in 2012 that was not chosen for
funding. However, IDOT did communicate with the City that it should continue to pursue avenues for funding
and consider resubmitting the application in future ITEP cycles. No fatalities have occurred along this route to
date but the likelihood of this situation resulting in a tragedy is high. This route sees foot traffic 24 hours a day,
7 days a week as people commute from their homes to their places of work as well as to shop and dine. This
issue will only increase in severity as the commercial district near I-70 grows. The lack of proper facilities also
limits individuals who are handicapped or disabled from frequenting the retail and restaurant establishments
located in this district. Possible Funding Options: IDOT ITEP, ICC Grade Crossing Protection Fund
Objective 2.1.2-Decrease the Speed Limit on Illinois Route 1.
Formally request that IDOT conduct a speed study on IL Route 1 from Trefz Drive to the southern City limit. The
speed limit between Trefz Drive and U.S. Route 40 should be decreased to help increase safety of nonmotorized travelers on the shoulders. The speed limit reduction from U.S. Route 40 to the southern City limits
is warranted because this area sees heavy foot and bicycle traffic, serves as frontage to many family homes
and contains a school zone.
GOAL 2.2: IMPROVING PUBLIC SAFETY SERVICES
Implement measures and remedy issues that currently increase response time or impede responders’ abilities
to provide emergency services.
Objective 2.2.1-Require standardized house address plates.
Coordinate an effort with the county to develop an ordinance requiring homeowners to display a standardized,
reflective address plate on a named location of their residence. Currently public safety officials and emergency
responders have issues finding residences because many of these structures lack a house plate of any kind
while other existing plates are in locations not easily seen.
Objective 2.2.2-Install fire hydrants north of CSX Overpass.
Install two additional fire hydrants north of the CSX Overpass (near Subway/Wendy’s and near Los Tres
Caminos). Currently only 2 hydrants exist north of the overpass. One is on the west side of IL Route 1 near the
antique mall and the other is on the east side of McDonald’s. If there was a fire on the west side of IL Route 1
in this commercial area, then Trefz Drive would need to be closed so the Fire Protection District could run a
hose across the roadway to provide water supply. This closure would affect many businesses and create a
safety issue. If an additional hydrant was installed south of the Trefz Drive/IL Route 1 intersection, this would
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alleviate the problem. The one hydrant on the west side of the road is located near the antique mall. This
hydrant is quite a distance from other developments, thereby justifying the additional hydrant on this side.
Objective 2.2.3-Remove existing hydrant barriers.
Identify and remove obstructions limiting current hydrant access. Some hydrants in the City have been
identified as inaccessible due to obstructions. Most are in the downtown area and involve pipe being placed
around them to provide protection against vehicular damage. Some of these cages are positioned in a way that
renders the hydrants unusable. Further efforts should be sought to identify any further obstructions and
remedies taken to reinstate accessibility.
Objective 2.2.4-Remove street sign obstructions.
Ensure all street signs are visible and free from obstructions. The most prominent obstruction is tree branches.
Nonvisible street signs can cause delays in emergency service response times. Instate a tree trimming program
that requires these signs be checked for visibility yearly.
Objective 2.2.5-Evaluate street lighting.
Evaluate current street lighting in all areas of town to ensure it is providing a safe and secure environment for
residents and roadway users.
Objective 2.2.6-Develop a patrolling and reporting system.
Develop a system for police officers and other public safety officials to utilize in reporting problems such as
obstructed street signs, fire hydrants, and burnt out bulbs in street lights while patrolling or responding to
calls. These communications need to reach the appropriate City department in order for the issues to be
remedied quickly.
GOAL 2.3: BROWNFIELD AND SUPERFUND SITES
Identify Brownfield and Superfund sites within the City and investigate the clean up and re-use of these
properties.
Objective 2.3.1-Identify sites.
Continuously identify potential sites that are abandoned or underused industrial or commercial facilities
available for re-use which may be complicated by the presence or potential presence of a hazardous
substance, pollutant, or contaminant. Maintain information on these sites that is readily accessible in case a
private developer is interested in the properties. Sites already identified include: Velsicol Property (Superfund
site), Mason Dixon Property (Brownfield) and the old Shell Station (Brownfield). Possible Funding Options: EPA
ARC Assessment Grant
Objective 2.3.2-Search for opportunities to develop properties.
When working with new or relocating businesses, mention these properties among all others as potential sites
for development if the sites have been cleared. If these properties still require remediation, work with
property owners to encourage clean up and redevelopment.
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GOAL 2.4: ADA COMPLIANCE
Encourage business owners to be sensitive of ADA compliance of their properties. Providing measures for the
elderly and disabled will enable and encourage them to frequent these establishments, thereby increasing
sales.
Objective 2.4.1-Encourage business owners to remain sensitive to ADA compliance.
Encourage local businesses, especially in the downtown area, to comply with ADA requirements when
renovating or adding additional space to their existing facilities. These standards are still a necessary
consideration for buildings of historic significance. If a building is renovated or added on to or a new building is
constructed, it must meet ADA requirements as spelled out in the most current Illinois Accessibility Code.
Objective 2.4.2-City Facilities Compliant with ADA requirements.
Construct all new City facilities (structures, sidewalks, etc.) in accordance with ADA requirements.
GOAL 2.5: DISASTER MITIGATION
Prepare for future disasters through planning and the execution of already developed mitigation measures.
Objective 2.5.1-Appoint an Emergency Services & Disaster Coordinator
Appoint a strong ESDA Coordinator to lead the efforts in developing and facilitating an emergency action plan
for the City.
Objective 2.5.1-Develop a Public Shelter Plan.
Develop a plan to provide shelter in case of an emergency. This plan should include provisions for directing
individuals to shelter locations and a volunteer system in place to direct shelter-seekers and coordinate events
(such as opening the facility, transportation, stocking supplies, cooking, cleaning, theft control, first aid,
contacting American Red Cross, etc.).
At one time the Marshall Ministerial Alliance met with local officials to derive such a plan. It was decided that
First United Methodist would be the first to open its doors to those in needs. Once that facility met capacity,
seekers would be directed to First Christian and then to Marshall Baptist. Those facilities have then developed
in-house procedures to how they would handle such an event. This plan would need revisited, documented
and disbursed.
Objective 2.5.2-Develop an Evacuation Plan.
Develop a plan to evacuate residents in case of a major disaster. Coordinate transportation, pick up locations
and volunteers with local agencies. The school district has agreed in the past to allow the use of the buses for
such an event, but other details need to be discussed and recorded.
Objective 2.5.3-Implement the Clark County Hazard Mitigation Plan.
Work to implement the goals and objectives set forth in the Clark County Hazard Mitigation Plan (2012) as
applicable to the City of Marshall.
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GOAL 2.6: EVALUATE CURRENT PUBLIC SAFETY SERVICES ON REGULAR INTERVALS
Objective 2.6.1-Evaluate the level of service provided by all public safety entities.
As the population increases, new businesses and industries develop or existing ones expand. The level of
service provided by the current public safety entities should be evaluated to determine whether these
providers are able to continue with their current staff, operations and training or if circumstances demand a
change to better meet the future needs of the community.
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Public Facilities & Services Goals and Objectives

GOAL 3.1: DAYCARE OPTIONS
Create awareness in the community of the need for licensed providers, whether home-based or centers, and
assist those interested in finding the necessary resources. Currently, only 97 positions are available in licensed
facilities for children. According to the 2010 Census, there were 256 children under 5 years of age in the City of
Marshall. National statistics show that 67% of mothers with children under age 6 are in the workforce. 1 This
would leave approximately 171 children needing care. Also, national statistics show that 35% of children in this
age range are watched by a relative or friend. This would leave approximately 111 children needing care at
licensed facilities. From this estimation, Marshall is not adequately meeting demand for daycare facilities.
Further no licensed center provides care for children under the age of 18 months.
Objective 3.1.1-Publicize the need for daycare providers in Marshall.
Utilize the Comprehensive Plan process to identify and publicize the lack of licensed day care providers in the
City. This is important especially when looking to recruit young families or retain youth in the community. If
there are not viable daycare options, young families may chose to locate in a community where there are.
Objective 3.1.2-Assist interested providers in finding the resources they need to be successful.
The City of Marshall Economic Development Director should have information readily available to assist any
potential providers if requested. This would include the local DCFS contact, Business Solutions Center contact,
SCORE contact, SBDC contact, as well as information on City incentives to help new businesses and information
on available properties for sale or lease.
GOAL 3.2: DEVELOPMENT OF COMMUNITY FOUNDATION
Currently the City of Marshall does not have a community foundation. A group of motivated citizens would
need to lead the charge in investigating the demand for such an avenue for current and past residents and
community shareholders to make endowments to the community or organizations within for use in general or
specific purposes.
Objective 3.2.1-Become involved in any efforts brought about to develop a community foundation in the future.
Participate in any community sessions focused on this topic. City representation should communicate needs
and make shortcomings or future plans known. This communication might lead to opportunities for private
funding for community projects. Needs cannot be met unless others are aware that they indeed exist.
GOAL 3.3: COMMUNITY SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS
Marshall is blessed with a number of service organizations that all provide assistance to individuals and
families within the community. Awareness of these organizations and the services they provide is key to
keeping them strong and fulfilling their missions. More importantly, awareness is the only way to align people
with the resources they lack. These organizations are usually run on shoe-string budgets. The City is committed
to providing assistance whenever feasible.

1

Child Care Aware® of America, Child Care in America 2012 State Fact Sheets, June 2012.
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Objective 3.3.1-Work with the Chamber of Commerce to maintain an accurate listing of community service
organizations and the services they provide.
Continue to maintain a current listing of service organizations, current contact information and the services
they provide readily available for citizens on the website and at City facilities.
Objective 3.3.2-Assist organizations looking for new facilities.
The demand of certain services these organizations provide will likely increase in the future. This increase may
bring cause for them to relocate to a more accommodating facility. Since the City already maintains a current
inventory of vacant buildings and properties for sale, the Economic Development Director can assist in finding
facilities that meet the needs of the expanding organizations.
Objective 3.3.3-Continue to support organizations through subsidizing utility bills and other financial
contributions.
The City works to assist many not-for-profit organizations in fulfilling their missions by providing financial
contributions or by waiving utility fees. The City realizes these groups are an important part of the community
and wishes to continue assisting where possible.
GOAL 3.4: SERVICES FOR UNMET NEEDS
Continue to identify needs for services yet to be offered by organizations or businesses. Use this as an
opportunity for community development.
Objective 3.4.1-Work to further identify senior services needed to better accommodate residents.
Contact senior service facilities or providers in the community and discuss senior needs that are currently not
being met. Some of these services identified during the comprehensive planning process include an adult
daycare facility, cleaning services and other home-based support and companionship services. Once these
gaps are identified, work to quantify the demand. Work to begin recruiting these service providers to the
community or communicate with current providers the need to expand their service offerings to
accommodate demand.
Objective 3.4.2-Align resident needs with the appropriate service organization.
If the City employees are approached by a resident with a specific need, they will point the resident in the
direction of the most appropriate agency or service organization to assist him/her.
GOAL 3.5: PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION
The City of Marshall currently has a shortage of public transportation options. Although the City cannot
provide these services, they can encourage providers of these services and communicate the community's
wants and needs.
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Objective 3.5.1-Communicate with current public transportation providers about expanding services.
Correspond with the current public transportation providers to see what their plans are for providing
expanded services in the future. Communicate the City supports further options, especially for the senior
population when making out of town trips to medical appointments.
GOAL 3.6: ADDITIONAL DOWNTOWN PUBLIC FACILITIES
Add additional public facilities to the downtown area to accommodate increased traffic for commerce
activities, city/county business or office visits, and social events. The downtown is home to Marshall Public
Library, Clark County Genealogical Library, the Lake Land College Forsythe Center, Harlan Hall, the Clark County
Courthouse, along with several restaurant, retail and service providers. The downtown area serves as host to
many community social events (festivals, band concerts, etc.) throughout the year. This high trafficked area
lacks appropriate ADA compliant restroom facilities and adequate parking.
Objective 3.6.1-Identify a potential location for a parking lot/garage and construct as funds become available.
Investigate lots that would serve as prime locations for a City-owned parking lot or garage. Discuss the costs
necessary for such a facility to be constructed and maintained. Once a plan for building and maintenance is
derived and the costs are deemed feasible, then build when funding becomes available. Some lots identified
during the comprehensive planning process as possible locations were the Genealogical Library site, lot at 5th
and Locust, or the Hoggatt Appliance building.
Objective 3.6.2-Identify a potential location and construct ADA compliant bathroom facilities as funds become
available.
Determine the ideal location of a City-owned public restroom facility. Discuss the costs necessary for such a
facility to be constructed and maintained. Once a plan for building and maintenance is derived and the costs
are deemed feasible, then build when funding becomes available. This plan could include entering into a
service agreement with a portable toilet service for the care and maintenance of temporary structures.
GOAL 3.7: MARSHALL PUBLIC LIBRARY
Marshall Public Library is a well-used facility and has room to expand to accommodate the expected increase
in usage by the community. The Library is frequented by individuals seeking to sign up for social service
programs such as welfare, food stamps, and unemployment (the facilities that once assisted in these tasks are
now closed). Children visit the Library after school to do homework and access the internet. Seniors come to
read periodicals, learn how to navigate the web and enjoy the people-filled atmosphere. Young families visit
with small children to bring the excitement of reading into their lives at an early age. The Library currently
offers many educational programs for all ages. They have a Legal Self-Help Center available for use by those
who wish to complete their own paperwork for court filings, meeting rooms, computer classes, business
resources and the Dolly Parton Imagination Library. The Library is currently housed in a two story building. The
first floor is used for the Library and the second floor is used for storage of old City records.
Objective 3.7.1-Renovate the second floor of the Public Library.
Many ideas were developed during the comprehensive planning process on what the second floor of Marshall
Public Library could be used for. These ideas included relocating the Clark County Genealogical Library, making
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it the children's library, partitioning off into office and meeting spaces, or as an auditorium. An extensive
renovation must be made before the second floor could be used for any purpose. In addition, an elevator
would have to be installed. Possible Funding Options: USDA Rural Development Community Facilities Program
GOAL 3.8: NEW BUILDINGS OR ADDITIONS TO CURRENT MARSHALL PUBLIC FACILITIES
As Marshall continues to grow, the needs for community services provided by the City will increase. In
addition, all buildings reach an end to their useful life after so many years in use, regardless of maintenance
schedules.
Objective 3.8.1-Relocate Police Department to increase space for City Hall usage.
Currently, the Marshall Police Department is housed in the same building as City Hall. As the City grows and
demands for increases in staff continues, it will likely lead to the relocation of the Police Department to a
different building or to erect a new structure to house this Department to free up additional space for City,
Zoning and Utility Department operations.
Objective 3.8.2-Build a new salt shed.
The current salt shed is in a dilapidated state and cannot be repaired. It is approximately 30 years old and is
rotting. Therefore the City needs to build a new shed to store stockpiles of salt for the winter season.
Objective 3.8.3-Construct a new street and alley workshop.
A new street and alley workshop is in need of construction to create a centralized location for all tools and
equipment.
Objective 3.8.4-Construct a new bar screen building at sewer plant.
The current bar screen building is rotten and the screen is rusted and in ill condition due to the gases released
by the sewage. Due to the importance of this device, and its housing, in catching all the debris from going into
the lagoon, it needs replaced with a new one.
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Infrastructure Goals and Objectives

GOAL 4.1: DEVELOP AND UPDATE POLICIES AND PROGRAMS
Currently many policies are in place to guide many aspects of the administration and oversight of the City's
infrastructure systems. However, some policies are not in place and many need refreshed or updated. These
policies and procedures should be reviewed and revised on a regularly scheduled basis.
Objective 4.1.1-Continue enforcement of a Collections Policy.
The City created and began enforcing a Collections Policy during the comprehensive planning process. This
policy now provides the support and guidance the staff needs to make cohesive decisions. The City should
review this policy regularly and make necessary changes if needed.
Objective 4.1.2-Continue enforcement of the Shut-off Policy.
The City was not enforcing its Shut-off Policy when it began the comprehensive planning process. After this
objective was brought to the Council's attention, it took immediate action. The City revised and began
enforcing the Policy. The City should continue to revisit this policy and revise as needed.
Objective 4.1.3-Continue to evaluate infrastructure systems for improvements.
Most infrastructure is underground, therefore out of sight and out of mind. The City will work to continually
evaluate these systems and make repairs to save itself from expensive emergency situations that could have
been prevented through an assessment process.
Objective 4.1.4-Continue to maintain a Capital Improvement Plan.
The City will maintain a Capital Improvement Plan for all capital projects and large equipment purchases. This
Plan will be revisited every two years or earlier if needed. This 10-year Plan will assist the City in budgeting for
future costly projects. It will also allow the City to identify other sources of funding for projects in the program.
Objective 4.1.5-Continue to develop a yearly maintenance program for each of the infrastructure systems.
All infrastructure must be maintained and must be compliant with State and Federal regulations. The City will
allocate funds yearly for these projects. Many maintenance programs are already in place, but each should be
reviewed regularly to assess whether current allotments are realistic in keeping up with the maintenance
needs. Along with maintenance to systems come system updates. These updates should be budgeted for as
well, such as transferring farm taps to regulator stations, replacing copper lines with triplex, and separating the
storm sewer from the sanitary sewer.
Objective 4.1.6-Maintain cash reserves in utility accounts.
The City will maintain cash reserves to fund future projects identified in the Capital Improvement Plan and for
emergency projects. Currently the utilities pay a fee equal to a percentage of the gross operating revenues of
the utility unless the fund balance is less than or equal to $750,000 into the City's capital improvement fund.
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Objective 4.1.7-Create a work order database.
The City will create a work order database that will provide an electronic means of creating, updating and filing
work orders. This will assist all staff in answering customer inquiries and submitting orders to the appropriate
individual for addressing.
Objective 4.1.8-Create an Energy Efficiency Program for low-income residences.
The City will investigate partnering with other organizations to develop a program to assist low-income
homeowners in decreasing their energy consumption. Possible Funding Options: ERBA, IMEA
Objective 4.1.9-Digitize and continually update Operation and Maintenance Manuals.
The City will set a policy to remain compliant with regulatory agencies in updating O&M Manuals. These
documents will be located on the City server in a shared location.
Objective 4.1.10-Continue to perform rate studies at regular intervals.
The City will perform rate studies on all utilities on a regularly scheduled interval. These studies will assist the
City in decision-making processes when it comes to future increases.
Objective 4.1.11-Continue to search and identify outside sources to assist in financing infrastructure projects.
The City will continue to search for funding options to assist in financing expensive infrastructure projects.
These funding opportunities often change from year to year. The City will work with outside agencies to stay
abreast of these changes and continually work to communicate the needs of the City with these agencies.
Possible Funding Options: CDAP PI Program and EPA
GOAL 4.2: MARKETING MARSHALL UTILITIES
One unique asset Marshall has is in owning its utilities. This provides many opportunities for the community
and should be marketed accordingly.
Objective 4.2.1-Publicize Marshall's commitment to service for their utility customers.
The City will publicize Marshall's proven track-record of providing excellent service to their utility customers.
Outages are frustrating and costly, especially for commercial users. When compared to surrounding
communities, Marshall is among the best in providing uninterrupted and reliable service. This reliability
reduces damages to capital equipment, lost production time and lost sales.
Objective 4.2.2-Publicize the reliability and investor-owned benefits of the utility systems.
Marshall's utilities are reliable and investor-owned, so the money isn't leaving town, but being reinvested in
the community. Residents are also being employed to maintain these systems. The City will continue to
publicize the benefits of owning these systems to residents and prospective businesses.
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Objective 4.2.3-Promote calling J.U.L.I.E. before digging on property.
The City currently runs ads in the newspaper and speaks to the children in the schools about calling 811 before
doing any digging. The City will continue to promote this cause in order to prevent residents from hitting utility
lines and causing damage or injuries.

Technology
GOAL 4.3: INCREASING INTERNET ACCESSSIBILITY
The way of the future is internet-based commerce. The internet is no longer a luxury but a necessity.
Infrastructure relative to this important asset is not owned by the City but by private providers. However, the
City still realizes the importance of these services and will do what it can to ensure accessibility.
Objective 4.3.1-Encourage increases in broadband bandwidth.
The City will continue to communicate the City's speed and access needs with local internet providers.
Objective 4.3.2-Provide citywide wifi.
The City will investigate opportunities to provide citywide wifi, allowing residents to be connected wherever
they go.
Objective 4.3.3-Install surveillance systems at all utility facilities.
Although currently no theft or vandalism has occurred at utility facility sites, the lack of surveillance puts the
City's infrastructure systems at risk. The City will work to install these systems at all sites.

Gas System
GOAL 4.4: REMAIN CURRENT ON GAS SYSTEM MAINTENANCE
Objective 4.4.1-Develop a plan for gas meter calibration.
The City will develop a schedule and plan for calibrating gas meters on large users' facilities. Currently, the City
must hire outside firms to perform this service.
Objective 4.4.2-Change gas meters to 2-inch index.
The City now has the ability to remotely read the gas meters. As meters need replaced, the City will install
meters that are compatible with this system.
GOAL 4.5: IDENTIFY FUTURE GAS NEEDS
Marshall gets its gas supply from a main trunk line near the Indiana state line. This line services Marshall,
Martinsville and Casey. As these communities continue to grow and develop, their gas needs will change. The
City will work to best accommodate these needs.
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Objective 4.5.1- Run a second steel pipeline to provide further capacity.
The current gas line is at 85% capacity. If a large gas user were to locate in the area, then a second gas pipeline
would need to be run in order to increase capacity. Possible Funding Options: If capacity needed increased due
to a large employer moving into the community, then may be able to use CDAP-ED funding.
Objective 4.5.2-Develop an automated increase structure for the gas line transportation agreement between
the City and Casey.
Currently Casey takes possession of the gas line on the west side of Martinsville and maintains the line from
there. However, Marshall owns the line up to that point and passes on a transportation charge to Casey for the
expenses incurred by the City for getting the gas to them. This charge has not been increased since 1996 and
the City plans to re-evaluate the charge and work with the City of Casey in developing an automated increase
structure.

Electric System
GOAL 4.6: REMAIN CURRENT ON ELECTRIC SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND UPDATES
Objective 4.6.1-Provide reliable service to all customers.
The City will make the necessary updates to the electric system to ensure reliable service to all customers.
Objective 4.6.2-Maintain a qualified staff to perform the maintenance on the system.
The City will continue to employ four qualified linemen to perform the necessary maintenance on the electric
system. In order to do so, new employees will be hired and trained to take the place of those retiring or
leaving.
Objective 4.6.3-Investigte burying all power lines.
The City will continue to investigate the cost-effectiveness of burying all electric lines within the City. Burying
the lines will assist in decreasing maintenance expenditures and outages caused by fallen trees and branches,
weather and animals.
Objective 4.6.4-Make necessary updates or improvements to provide a high level of service to heavy electric
users.
The City will work with local heavy users in addressing their needs to ensure a high level of service with
minimal interruptions.
GOAL 4.7: CONTINUE CERTIFICATIONS AND INCENTIVE PROGRAMS
The City will continue to hold current certifications and offer incentive programs to maintain credibility and
assist with cutting costs for electric users.
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Objective 4.7.1-Continue assisting businesses and industries with retrofitting their facilities with the energy
efficiency program through IMEA as long as it is offered.
The City will continually use the allotted IMEA energy efficiency funds to assist local businesses and industries
in reducing their energy costs whenever feasible. Possible Funding Options: IMEA
Objective 4.7.2-Continue to work toward the Reliable Public Power Provider (RP3) Certification.
The City has begun working toward the RP3 Certification and will continue to do so until it has achieved this
standard. This will provide workers' compensation insurance savings and can be used as a marketing tool.

Water System
GOAL 4.8: REMAIN CURRENT ON WATER SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND UPGRADES
Objective 4.8.1-Replace wells that become damaged.
The City will replace wells if they become damaged. During the 2008 flood, well #4 was damaged. The City will
be installing a new well in 2014. The City will continue to maintain an adequate water supply. Possible Funding
Options: FEMA HMGP
Objective 4.8.2-Increase water pressure to service Trefz Drive and the I-70 commercial district.
The water pressure is currently low on Trefz Drive. Either a new water tower or a booster station will be
installed as this area develops further. Possible Funding Options: If capacity needed increased due to a large
employer moving into the community, then may be able to use CDAP-ED funding.
Objective 4.8.3-Make necessary updates or improvements to provide a high level of service to heavy water
users.
The City will work with local heavy users in addressing their needs to ensure quality service.
Objective 4.8.4-Install radio read meters.
The City will set a yearly budget for installing radio read meters so that meters can be read remotely.
Objective 4.8.5-Review and revise water contract with Clark Edgar Rural Water District.
The City entered into a contract with the Clark Edgar Rural Water District that allows the District to purchase
water from the City in case it does not have enough to service its customers. During the 2008 Flood SubCommittee meeting, it was identified that Marshall should also be allowed to purchase water from the District
in case they were to lose access to the City's water supply. The City will work with the District to revise or
amend the current agreement to allow for this reciprocation in service.
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Sewer System
GOAL 4.9: REMAIN CURRENT ON SEWER SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND UPGRADES
Objective 4.9.1-Comply with regulations and EPA codes.
The City will work to ensure that all sanitary and sewer water is disposed of in the appropriate manner through
a compliant system.
Objective 4.9.2-Continue to update the Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system to include
added functionality.
The City will continue to update SCADA so City staff can monitor the sewer system more effectively and
efficiently.
Objective 4.9.3-Develop a sewer maintenance program utilizing the information captured during the
conditional assessment of the lines and manholes.
Before the City had the sewers investigated, it had no idea what condition the system was in. Now that the
inspection is complete and a Conditional Assessment Report (CAR) has been prepared, the City can now
develop a plan for remedying issues.
Objective 4.9.4- Investigate ways to recycle the water from the lagoons and develop the lagoon area into a
wetland or park.
The City will identify communities who have been successful in these types of sustainable projects and discuss
feasibility for implementing such a project in the community. Possible Funding Options: IDNR Programs
Objective 4.9.5-Review and revise the City's ordinance on what types of chemicals and quantity can be disposed
of through the sewer system.
The City will review and possibly revise their policy on what can be disposed of through their sewer system
prior to an industry moving in that could create a problem and dump unsafe levels of chemicals into the
system that could harm both the system and the public.

Transportation System
GOAL 4.10: PROVIDE SAFE AND ADEQUATE FACILITIES FOR ALL TRANSPORTATION USERS
Objective 4.10.1-Develop routes identified in the Marshall Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities Plan.
The City will work to identify funding and construct the routes shown in the plan.
Objective 4.10.2-Develop safe routes for children traveling to and from school.
The City has identified the routes traveled most by children to and from school. The City will continue to
upgrade these routes and construct the appropriate facilities to increase the safety of these travelers.
Possible Funding Options: Safe Routes to School Program
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Objective 4.10.3-Continue the sidewalk replacement plan and work to construct additional sidewalks were none
exist.
The City will continue with a yearly allotment toward sidewalk replacement. The goal is to eventually have all
sidewalks be four feet wide and the system to be community-wide to increase and encourage walkability.
Objective 4.10.4-Add alleys to the oil and chip program.
The City will investigate the feasibility of paving heavily used alleys and adding them to the cyclical
maintenance program.
Objective 4.10.5-Maintain ditch slopes along roadways.
The City will continue ditch cleaning to ensure proper drainage of roadway facilities.
Objective 4.10.6-Investigate the removal of the railroad overpass on Vine Street.
The City will work with the County and other entities to build support for removing the railroad bridge over
Vine Street and replacing it with a culvert to make an at-grade crossing. This bridge restricts truck access on
Vine Street because of the low clearance. This area is also a location for flooding issues.
Objective 4.10.7- Purchase property between the First Christian Church and the North Grade School, make
improvements and open up to keep traffic flowing to increase safety.
The City leadership believes that it is their responsibility to remedy this safety issue and therefore will
purchase and improve the property and create a street to alleviate congestion in this area.
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Economic Development Goals and Objectives

GOAL 5.1: DEVELOP AND EXECUTE A BRAND
The City of Marshall is currently working on a new brand with the tagline, "Stay...Shop...Play" along with an
updated City logo that is focused on the iconic City band concert gazebo. As this marketing initiative continues
to mature, the City and its partners should emphasize the shopping and dining options throughout the entire
City.
The opportunities to market shopping and dining should focus on three critical markets as indicated through
the Market Analysis:
1. Marketing to the local Marshall residents in order to stem some of the retail leakage in certain categories
and continue to build a pride of place. This is pivotally important because many local residents are indeed
going to other communities to shop in certain retail categories.
2. The regional customer (primary trade area that extends past the City's borders) is equally important. As the
retail base matures in Marshall, it can broaden its appeal as a regional destination for shopping and dining for
this part of East Central Illinois and Western Indiana.
3. The transient visitor represents one of the most significant opportunities for a marketing strategy in
Marshall. The community is a gateway to well-known recreational attractions, is conveniently located along I70, IL Rte. 1 and US 40, and is home to a number of historic and culturally significant buildings and properties.
4. The Mill Creek Park and Lincoln Trail State Park visitors present another significant opportunity. This market
should be directly cultivated through a directed marketing strategy.
Objective 5.1.1-Continue implementing the wayfinding signage and banner system using the brand.
Marshall implemented Phase I of the wayfinding signage in 2013 and has plans to implement Phase II in 2014.
This Phase II should include banners hung from utility poles along the IL Rte. 1 corridor, as approved by IDOT,
from I-70 to Archer Avenue, leading travelers to the downtown district from the interstate.
Objective 5.1.2-Ensure that all shopping and dining experiences are easily found on the City's website or
connected to it.
We live in an internet-based world. As travelers drive, they will likely search for restaurants, shopping, lodging
and recreational activities along the way. The City must ensure that when they are searching for these
establishments in Marshall, they can find them quickly and easily.
Objective 5.1.3-Consider reinventing print material for the community.
Develop a shopping and dining guide to the community in print form. This might include special events, a
directory of shops and dining establishments, and other information for visitors, such as tourism attractions
and available lodging. This could be distributed to all local motels, hotels, restaurants, gas stations, rest area,
Harlan Hall, the Marshall Visitor's Center and the Library, as well as being available at City Hall and the
Chamber of Commerce. Possible Funding Option: IL Tourism Bureau Grants
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Objective 5.1.4-Consider relocating Marshall Visitor's Center to a property near I-70.
One of the biggest problems with Marshall's current retail and service businesses is the lack of connectivity
between I-70 and the rest of the community. Unless I-70 travelers are able to find out information about
Marshall and are somehow pulled down IL Route 1, they will never have access to the Visitor's Center. If the
Visitor's Center is near the interstate, it will likely see much more transient traffic and lend more opportunities
to draw travelers south of U.S. 40 to the heart of the community.
Objective 5.1.5-Explore a marketing matching grant for businesses.
While there are frequently incentives available to recruit businesses and investors to a community, there are
fewer opportunities to assist existing businesses. Furthermore, many independent businesses end up cutting
marketing when the market takes a downturn. The matching grant program would provide a direct way to
alleviate the cost of advertising for local businesses, encourage those who are not marketing to begin the
effort and create a more coordinated image of Marshall through deployment of the brand identity.
This technique also provides a more savvy way to deploy a marketing image than the traditional ad co-op
program. Traditionally, if a community wanted to do cooperative advertising, a staff member of volunteers
would go "hat-in-hand" to collect a share amount from participating businesses to appear in a cooperative ad
that would include business card size ads arranged around some sort of logo or symbol. The result is the
purchase of a full-page ad without the companion impact of purchasing such an ad. This alternative approach
allows for Marshall to create marketing grants to businesses that use the Marshall brand concept and
templates. Marshall should work with the Chamber of Commerce, develop a budget, limit the program to first
come first serve, and match the business's marketing expense fifty-fifty if they employ the Marshall brand.
Print ads would include the Marshall logo and tagline. Each grantee would have to show proof of the ad
printing and that it complied with all the guidelines set before receiving the fifty percent reimbursement.
Businesses should be encouraged to use other marketing tactics than print advertising such as social media,
hosting special events or targeted-market advertising.
GOAL 5.2: EVALUATE CURRENT INCENTIVES AND ADDING NEW INCENTIVES
The City of Marshall currently offers utility grants, demolition/rebuild costs reimbursement and revolving loan
funds for eligible projects. The Marshall Main Street offers a grant for facade improvements to downtown
businesses. The City also has the Clark County Enterprise Zone within its municipal boundaries to incentivize
development through property tax abatement and sales tax abatement.
Objective 5.2.1- Evaluate current incentives on a yearly basis and make changes as necessary.
The City tracks the use of each of their programs. These programs are reviewed annually in order to prepare
the budget for the next year's program. The City will re-evaluate under-utilized programs and revise,
discontinue or replace to align with the current needs.
Objective 5.2.2- Explore creating a small business loan program.
The City has identified a need for a small loan program (capped at $10,000) for potential and existing
businesses for purchasing equipment and making repairs or renovations. Often times small businesses are not
able to get a loan for business expenditures and do not qualify for the City's DCEO Revolving Loan Fund (RLF),
therefore they are left making purchases on credit cards at a high interest rate. The City will explore the option
of creating a loan program to serve the needs of the businesses that fall into this category.
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Objective 5.2.3-Explore creating an energy efficiency program for businesses and industries.
Utility bills account for a large part of business and industry operating costs. There are many ways these
entities can improve their facilities in order to decrease these costs. The City will explore providing some type
of energy efficiency program to incentivize these upgrades. Possible Funding Options: IMEA
Objective 5.2.4-Explore offering a program to match funds for the Main Street Grant program.
Marshall Main Street offers a grant of up to $500 to downtown businesses to use in making improvements to
their buildings. Although these grants are a big help, often the improvements made are very costly. The City
will investigate the impact of offering additional funds to match this program. If providing additional funding
proves to stimulate further improvements, the City will explore instating such a program.
GOAL 5.3: EMPLOY A FULL-TIME ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR
The City of Marshall has employed a part-time Economic Development Director since 2002. In 2012, the City
changed this position to full-time. The Economic Development Director is responsible for all economic
development activities, representing Marshall on a regional and state level, and assisting with local tourism
efforts.
Objective 5.3.1-Continue to employee a full-time Economic Development Director.
The City will continue to employ a qualified individual to work on economic development efforts and maintain
relationships with regional and statewide organizations and agencies.
Objective 5.3.2- Develop an Economic Development plan to guide future development efforts.
The City will develop a written Economic Development Plan to assist in guiding the efforts of the Economic
Development Director. This document will also serve as the instrument to clarify the Economic Development
Director's role in the community and set goals with measurable results.
Objective 5.3.3-Establish the Economic Development Director as the point of contact for all related inquiries.
The City works to educate the community to contact the Economic Development Director with any questions
related to business retention, expansion, and recruitment, but there is always room for improvement. The City
will continue its efforts in identifying the Economic Development Director as the point of contact to ensure
continuity.
GOAL 5.4: FOSTER RELATIONSHIPS AND COLLABORATIONS WITH OTHER ORGANIZATIONS
Relationships are key to success in economic development endeavors. New developments are not the result of
one person's labor- it is always a team effort. Therefore, it is important to build strong relationships with the
people that can help prior to any developments occurring so when the time comes to act quickly, the team is
already formed.
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Objective 5.4.1- Continue to participate in regional economic development activities.
The Economic Development Director is involved with many regional and statewide organizations (ECIDC,
CCDO, United Way, IIRA, NRA-IL, Super Region Coalition). This involvement is important in order to stay in the
loop of events and activities taking place in surrounding towns and counties impacting Marshall.
Objective 5.4.2- Continue to collaborate with other organizations within the City of Marshall.
The Economic Development Director will remain in continuous contact with the Marshall Chamber of
Commerce, Marshall Main Street, Marshall School District, and other community entities and organizations.
The City will work to support the activities of these organizations and identify ways to work together to meet
the community's needs.
GOAL 5.5: MARKET MARSHALL AS AN IDEAL LOCATION FOR BUSINESS/INDUSTRY
Communities compete to recruit businesses and industries. These enterprises locate in areas offering the
greatest benefit. Marshall will work to remain competitive through marketing the community as an ideal
location for doing business.
Objective 5.5.1- Continue to expand and refresh the content on the Economic Development page of the City of
Marshall website.
Often times a community's website is the first place potential businesses and industries look when trying to
learn more about a community and the benefits it has to offer. Existing businesses will often visit it as well to
identify any assistance the City offers if it is looking for resources. Therefore, it is important to continue
updating and expanding the website offerings to give those visiting as much information as possible about
your community. Inclusion of testimonials and other real life "marketing" pieces are beneficial to attesting to
the benefits of living and doing business in Marshall. The reports included in the Market Analysis section of this
plan along with Appendix D are key pieces that should be included on the Marshall website. Giving potential
business-owners a peek at market availability is the strongest method of attraction. As long as they know a
market exists, they are much more likely to come into your community and look at availability and location of
space and the current business climate.
Objective 5.5.2- Continue to review and revise a marketing strategy for business/industry retention and
recruitment.
Making regular retention visits is important to building relationships and keeping up-to-date on the needs of
the business and industry community. These are also times to learn about the plans these companies have for
the future and the challenges they face. The City will continue these visits and will work to tailor the City's
programs to meet these needs. Efforts should continually be pursued to educate individuals to send all
economic development inquiries to the City and the Chamber so they all receive the correct information. The
Economic Development Director and Chamber Director work closely together.
Objective 5.5.3- Aim retail and service attraction efforts at businesses that will meet the demand of residents
and regional consumers.
The Market Analysis and Appendix E provide a solid basis of data to use to recruit desired businesses to
Marshall. Use this tool to identify businesses that are currently operating in these sectors and reach out to
them, working to attract them to Marshall.
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Objective 5.5.4- Marketing Marshall's ideal logistics positioning and access to abundant and affordable utilities.
The CSX railroad line runs directly through Marshall. The community is also located along I-70, US 40 and IL
Rte. 1. The community is serviced by Marshall owned utilities and the community has access to abundant
supplies of electric, natural gas, and potable water. The City will work to market these infrastructure and utility
assets in order to attract potential developments.
Objective 5.5.5- Increasing available parking for semi-trucks and RVs to encourage further shopping/dining
developments in the I-70 commercial district.
Currently, there is limited truck and RV parking in the commercial district near I-70. One lot does exist north of
McDonald's along Trefz Drive. This lot is still distant from Wal-Mart and several restaurants. As this area
continues to develop, additional truck and RV parking will need to be constructed in order to accommodate all
shoppers/diners. If proper parking is developed, this can be used in the marketing strategy to attract
businesses to locate here.
Objective 5.5.6- Continue to foster a relationship between the City of Marshall, Marshall Chamber of
Commerce, and Marshall Main Street in efforts to jointly market the community as a prime business location.
The Marshall Economic Development Director and the Marshall Chamber of Commerce have developed a joint
marketing strategy. They have developed packets of information to give to current and prospective businesses
and are in constant communication on new and current projects. They are focused on aligning their efforts and
are using a unified approach. Thus far this approach has been very successful and these entities will continue
to strategize and work together.
GOAL 5.6: RESOURCES FOR BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY SUCCESS
The City realizes it needs to continually work to meet the needs of the current and future businesses and
industries in order to maintain a successful economic base.
Objective 5.6.1- Continue to develop relationships with other agencies that provide resources to new or existing
businesses.
Many organizations, both regional and state, exist with a mission to assist businesses and industries with
meeting their individual needs, whether that is reducing waste from an industrial production operation or
assisting an entrepreneur in developing a business plan to start a new enterprise. The City will continue to
maintain a relationship with these organizations, including the SBDC, SCORE, BSC, U of I Extension, and IMEC.
Objective 5.6.2- Investigate the development of an Industrial Park.
The City of Marshall currently does not have an industrial park. Industrial parks offer many benefits to tenants
and can be a great marketing tool for attracting industrial development. The City will speak with other
communities who have had success with creating industrial parks and attracting industry because of it.
Following this investigation, the City will decide on whether or not this is a worthwhile development to pursue
further.
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Objective 5.6.3- Encourage and promote services to grow and foster entrepreneurs.
The City of Marshall's service and retail base is made up primarily of local entrepreneurs. The City wishes to
continue to encourage entrepreneurs to expand current businesses and to open up new businesses. The City
will work with the Chamber of Commerce in promoting the business incubator located at the Chamber office
and in sharing success stories of entrepreneurs who have started successful businesses in Marshall.
Objective 5.6.4-Further investigate the need for additional, affordable office rental space.
During the comprehensive planning process, a need for additional office rental space was identified. The
Chamber of Commerce and the Economic Development Director have received several inquiries of small
spaces available for rent for offices. The City will work to further investigate the need for such space. The City
will work to find a developer and assist them in locating a current building that can be converted into offices
for rent.
Objective 5.6.5-Capitalize on the existing industry base to attract new industry.
The City can speak with current industries and inquire about their suppliers. This may lead to an opportunity
for further development. The Economic Development Director can then work to recruit complementary
industries to the City.
Objective 5.6.6- Maintain a diverse industry mix.
The City will work to attract a diverse industry mix. As our national economy is ever-changing, it is beneficial to
have a diverse mix to protect the local economy from mass layoffs, industrial relocation and other negative
impacts caused by such downfalls.
Objective 5.6.7- Maintain an inventory of vacant buildings and properties available for development.
A current inventory of vacant buildings for rent or lease and one of properties for sale will allow the Economic
Development Director to quickly assist with any inquiries on space or development. Time and information are
the key to new developments. The City will take a proactive approach to increase their efficiency in assisting
with these inquiries.
Objective 5.6.8-Continue to maintain a relationship with economic development consultants to identify and
pursue outside funding for projects.
Certain development projects require the assistance of outside funding sources-usually through State and
Federal programs. Gaining the assistance of a qualified professional to develop these applications for funding,
as well as administering the projects, will assist the City in being successful in these efforts and ensure all rules
and regulations within the grant agreement are satisfied. Due to the large amount of responsibilities already
assigned to the Economic Development Director, it is often beneficial to hire an outside firm to lead these
endeavors.
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Objective 5.6.9- Align all development efforts with long-term goals.
The City will work to align all development efforts with the long-range goals of the City. This will ensure that
both the businesses/industries and the City will remain successful. Some industries would be inappropriate to
be in close proximity to residential areas, other industries have a heavy waste stream and could be dumping
chemicals into the sewer system that may cause issues if not restricted. These are just a couple of examples of
types of developments that might not be a good fit for a community. The City will strategize on what
developments the community would support or disapprove of and use that strategy in recruiting. Businesses
or industries can be deterred through the creation of ordinances to control certain situations or by placing
restrictions or limitations that would make sites unattractive for unsupported purposes.
Objective 5.6.10-Consider an annual Marshall Marketing Summit to share ideas and deploy strategies.
The marketing summit would convene all partners responsible for marketing the community in order to share
strategies, team up where necessary, ensure there is no duplication in some situations, and coordinate the
marketing of all partners. The summit would not try to dictate what each group does to market but rather to
better coordinate many current disparate efforts.
Objective 5.6.11- Host a familiarization tour of Marshall for business owners/stakeholders.
This "walkabout" would allow retailers to see what each other offers in order to better provide references to
potential customers.
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Education Goals and Objectives

GOAL 6.1: MARKETING MARSHALL SCHOOLS AS AN ASSET
The City of Marshall has an excellent school system valued by the residents. It is a secret that truly needs to be
shared. The City of Marshall would like to assist in exposing the truth.
Objective 6.1.1-Share Marshall School success stories.
The City can partner with the schools to publicize some of the success stories of the School District. The City
can work to circulate press releases and post stories or testimonials on its website or through social media.
Objective 6.1.2-Market Marshall's location to fine educational institutions.
The City will include in its promotional materials information on the local school district, as well as information
about the surrounding secondary education institutions.
GOAL 6.2: CONTINUE TO ENGAGE IN AND EMBRACE RELATIONSHIPS AND COLLABORATIVE EFFORTS
AMONGST THE SCHOOLS, MARSHALL LIBRARY, MAYN, THE BUSINESS POPULATION, CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE AND OTHER ENTITIES
Objective 6.2.1-Work to connect local businesses with the schools to start a stream of communication and
assist in school- to-work programs.
The City has a strong tie with the local business community through its Economic Development Director. The
City will use this relationship to assist in engaging these groups in conversations that will assist the schools in
better preparing students for the real world and assist businesses in getting qualified personnel to fill
positions.
Objective 6.2.2-Continue a strong presence in collaborative conversations to find activities where the City can
further assist.
A community's school system is very important to its development and future. The City will remain in constant
contact with the schools and stay involved in their endeavors so that it can provide assistance wherever
needed.
GOAL 6.3: PROMOTE JOB OPPORTUNITIES IN THE REGION
Objective 6.3.1-Create and maintain a Job Postings page.
The City can set up a community job postings page on the website. Local business and industry could then send
job posting information to the City. This information can be used to show students and those outside Marshall
what type of opportunities exist nearby.
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Objective 6.3.2-Share stories of those who have been successful in securing careers in Marshall.
The job postings page could also be used to share success stories of those who went away to college and
moved back to Marshall and found a great job, those who relocated to Marshall from another area or those
who got a great job in Marshall after high school. "If no one knows, nobody comes."
GOAL 6.4: SAFE PROGRAMS FOR YOUTH
The youth in the community will be less likely to vandalize property or participate in unsafe or illegal activities
if they are given safe and engaging activities or places to participate in or frequent. By participating in these
activities, the youth will also develop closer friendships, increased self-esteem, and a stronger tie to the
community. Youth activities could vary in type and be a mixture of educational, cultural and artistic activities
sponsored by many different organizations within the community. While many youth activities are available
for Marshall residents, there are barriers for participation. Those barriers include high costs associated with
participation, lack of transportation, lack of knowledge that these activities are taking place and lack of
parental/guardian support for participation. The City is committed to assisting in tearing down some of these
barriers and supporting the programs offered.
Objective 6.4.1-Assist community organizations who host youth-based functions by advertising through
avenues controlled by the City.
Publicize these events through the City's Facebook page and other social media outlets, on a community
calendar, and on the community cable station.
Objective 6.4.2-Encourage attendance to youth programs.
Encourage program hosts to provide scholarships for attendance, provide transportation and to send special
invitations to at-risk youth and those who are disabled or handicapped whenever applicable. The key is to
catch the at-risk children when they are young and use best efforts in including them in healthy activities. This
small effort can make a big impact in the lives of these children and removing barriers will increase the
likelihood of their participation.
Objective 6.4.3-Utilize Harlan Hall and the Marshall Public Library for youth activities.
Harlan Hall and the Marshall Library are both City-owned public facilities. The City will work to develop youth
activities and will partner in providing additional programming at these facilities.
GOAL 6.5: ECOURAGE AND PROMOTE ALL EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES WITHIN MARSHALL
Many organizations offer educational sessions for children and adults of all ages and abilities. Currently there is
not a central location to advertise these. The City would like to work to remedy this issue so more residents
can be informed of the many opportunities before them.
Objective 6.5.1-The City will maintain a community calendar on Channel 4.
The City will utilize Channel 4 to promote all community events. The City will work with the school to identify
students to assist with this responsibility and work with local agencies to set up a mode of communication to
ensure these events get listed on the calendar.
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Objective 6.5.2-The City will encourage staff to participate in the Lunch Buddies Program.
The City will encourage its employees to participate in the Lunch Buddies Program to provide a positive
influence to a child during the school year.
Objective 6.5.3-Continually look for unmet needs of residents and communicate them to the appropriate
organizations.
The City is always looking for opportunities to create an increased quality of life and opportunities for its
residents. The City will communicate any unmet needs with organizations that are committed to the cause
communicated in hopes that these needs will be met.
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Parks and Recreation Goals and Objectives

GOAL 7.1: CREATE A PARKS DEPARTMENT
The City of Marshall has eleven parks within its care. These facilities are maintained through the Public Works
Department. Currently, there is a Parks and Recreation Council Committee and account. If the parks and
recreation facilities were put in a department of its own, then this would allow for more accountability when it
comes to the finances needed to operate these facilities, as well as a focused staff and greater opportunities
for marketing and promoting them.
Objective 7.1.1-Reorganize the Parks and Recreation finances.
The City will investigate the reorganization of how the expenses tied to these facilities are paid along with how
the revenue is being deposited. The City will decide whether the parks and recreation facilities could sustain
themselves through the current funding mechanisms.
Objective 7.1.2-Decide which facilities would be included in the Parks Department.
The City will investigate which facilities should be included in the Parks Department. Often, cities will include
historic sites along with the parks. Harlan Hall is a historic site as well as a recreation site. Also, the Library is a
public recreation site.
Objective 7.1.3-Develop the roles and responsibilities of the Parks Department.
The City will decide what roles and responsibilities the Parks Department should be charged with.
Objective 7.1.4-Staff the Parks Department.
The City will investigate hiring staff, who will be committed to the development, safety, maintenance and
marketing of all facilities included in this Department.
Objective 7.1.5-Develop, coordinate and market events at these facilities.
The City will work to develop events at these facilities for all ages and abilities and market them to the
appropriate groups. Currently the City lacks programs offered for children under 5 years and young adults (1821 years). The City will work to find activities that entice these age groups or better publicize.
Objective 7.1.6-Develop and implement a maintenance plan/budget.
The City will develop and implement a yearly maintenance budget to provide for park upkeep and prepare for
upgrades required to remain compliant with codes and regulations. The City will also develop a long-term
budget to account for capital expenditures.
GOAL 7.2: INCREASE THE SAFETY AND ACCESSIBILITY OF THE CITY PARKS AND RECREATION FACILITIES
Safety and accessibility are very important factors to consider with any public facility. The City wishes to keep
all its residents and visitors safe and to not discriminate against anyone, regardless of age, gender, race or
capabilities.
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Objective 7.2.1- Fund the education and certification of a City staff member to become a certified playground
safety inspector and remain current on re-certification requirements.
The City must comply with higher standards when it comes to playground safety and accessibility. Because of
this commitment to do so, it will investigate certifying a staff member to be qualified to evaluate facilities and
perform regular safety inspections. This staff member would then be recertified every 3 years or in accords to
guidelines.
Objective 7.2.2-Work to provide remedies to any safety or accessibility issue.
The City will work to correct any issues that present a safety hazard or lack of accessibility to potential park
and recreation facility users. The City will work to remain compliant with all codes and regulations that govern
the standards for these facilities.
GOAL 7.3: PARTNER WITH MILL CREEK AND LINCOLN TRAIL PARK
Although Mill Creek and Lincoln Trail Park are outside the City's borders, these facilities have a large impact on
the community. Visitors come to these facilities from all over the region and nation to vacation. Locals also
utilize these facilities on a regular basis. Many opportunities lie in partnering with them. The City is committed
to considering all avenues of cooperation in order to provide greater benefits for its residents.
Objective 7.3.1-Partnering on funding/grant opportunities.
Oftentimes, grant solicitations require applicants to show evidence of a partnership that exists amongst
organizations in executing a project. In the future, these types of opportunities may arise that would provide
mutual benefit for the City and the Park(s). The City will work to investigate and encourage these types of
partnerships.
Objective 7.3.2-Providing activities for residents and visitors.
The Parks provide many types of educational and recreational opportunities at their facilities and at off-site
locations. The City of Marshall will partner with these Parks to assist with such endeavors.
Objective 7.3.3-Marketing the local park system.
The City will work with the Parks to assist in cross promoting each other's events. The City will work with the
Parks on City events to ensure that events do not conflict with each other, but rather complement each other,
therefore drawing larger numbers of visitors to both locations.
GOAL 7.4: INCREASE USEAGE OF THE PARKS AND RECREATION FACILITIES
The City is very proud of its current parks and recreation facilities. The City wants to encourage the use of
these locations by the entire community.
Objective 7.4.1-Encourage using the current parks and recreation facilities as learning centers.
The City wishes to partner with the schools and other organizations to encourage using the parks and
recreation facilities as learning centers. The parks can be utilized as outdoor classrooms, Harlan Hall is filled
with history, and the pool can be used for swim lessons and lifeguard training. The schools take many field
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trips to various local sites. The schools could take field trips to the parks as well. If the children are introduced
to the parks through school, then they are more likely to utilize them while on their free time.
Objective 7.4.2-Promote the parks as a part of a healthy and active lifestyle.
The current buzz is focused on healthy living, which includes proper diet and adequate exercise. The
community parks are perfect places where adults and children can exercise and not even know it. The physical
activity displayed on a playground site not only puts smiles on everyone's faces, but also provides for a great
workout. Busy parents may not have time to go to the gym and the City wishes to let them know that they
don't have to. The City has provided safe places for play that also allow for plenty of opportunities for
cardiovascular and strength training workouts.
Objective 7.4.3-Create a Parks Map and Signage.
Currently, all parks have signs located on-site displaying the park name. The City will investigate adding in a
general location map showing all parks on the backside of these signs or another means of incorporating this
general map in another location within each park.
GOAL 7.5: DEVELOP A LARGE COMMUNITY PARK
The City of Marshall is with sprinkled with many small parks owned by the City, along with several recreation
facilities owned and maintained by non-profit entities. The City would like to investigate the creation of one
large community park that could be the product of a partnership amongst all these separate entities and serve
as host to a wide array of amenities. This project would be developed in stages as funding allowed.
Objective 7.5.1-Identify partners for developing a large community park.
The City will approach the non-profit organizations who might find interest in this concept and gauge the
likelihood of their participation. Based on this response, the City will have a better idea of how to proceed with
this concept.
Objective 7.5.2-Develop a Parks Plan.
The City realizes developing a large community park is an expensive and complex endeavor that should be well
thought out prior to execution. The City wishes to investigate the expenses of developing a park plan to
provide further information on the layout and expenses tied to this type of project. This Plan will also display
the most practical avenue for constructing it.
Objective 7.5.3-The City will identify a location for the placement of a large community park.
The City will work to identify possible locations for a large community park.
Objective 7.5.4-The City will work with partners to identify and apply for funding to construct the park.
The City will work with all partners to identify funding mechanisms to construct the large park, likely in phases.
Possible Funding Options: IDNR Programs
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GOAL 7.6: DEVELOP COMMUNITY GARDENS
The City of Marshall wishes to investigate the development of a community garden or multiple gardens.
Objective 7.6.1-Develop a community garden plan and concept.
The City will work with other community organizations to develop a plan for implementing a community
garden approach. This plan will work to identify possible locations, who will be responsible for maintaining,
and who will benefit from the harvest.
Objective 7.6.2-Implement the community garden plan.
If the plan is supported and able to be implemented, then community gardens will be planted and maintained.
Possible Funding Options: Private Foundations and Chain Retailer Grant Programs
GOAL 7.7: DEVELOP AND PROMOTE MULTI-USE RECREATION PATHS
The City of Marshall wishes to develop a multi-use path system within the community that also provides
connectivity to surrounding areas. They will work to identify funding opportunities and partnerships to bring
these paths to reality.
Objective 7.7.1-Implement the City of Marshall Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities Plan.
The City of Marshall adopted the City of Marshall Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities Plan in 2012. The City will
work to implement this plan as funding allows. Possible Funding Options: IDOT ITEP, IDNR Programs
Objective 7.7.2-Search for opportunities to partner with Clark County in connecting to their trails and
greenways system.
Clark County developed a trails and greenways plan prior to the City’s. The City wishes to always be included
for consideration in projects that would allow these two entities to connect their systems. Possible Funding
Options: IDOT ITEP, IDNR Programs
Objective 7.7.3-Search for funding opportunities to construct multi-use recreation paths.
The City will continue to search for funding sources to cover a large portion of the costs to be incurred when
developing these facilities.
Objective 7.7.4-Consider allowing golf carts on all recreation paths.
The City of Marshall is a golf cart community. The City will investigate the benefits and cons of allowing these
vehicles to utilize these facilities once constructed.
GOAL 7.8: USE THE PARKS SYSTEM AS AN ECONOMIC DRIVER AND TOOL FOR RECRUITMENT
Parks and recreation facilities are shown to attract businesses, visitors and residents. The presence of these
facilities provides an increased quality of life and opportunities for recreation, as well as community gathering
places. The City will work to promote these facilities whenever working toward marketing the community.
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Objective 7.8.1-The City will include materials about its parks and recreation facilities in its business recruitment
packages.
The City will include information about its parks and recreation facilities in all recruiting packets sent to
potential businesses and industries.
Objective 7.8.2-The City will continue to keep its parks and recreation information current on the City's website.
The City will update the website with any new or changed parks and recreation facility information. The City
will also work to post any information on events, special activities and special amenities involving these
facilities. The City will investigate the addition of an interactive map online that shows an image of the park
along with amenity information when scrolled over or clicked on.
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Historic & Cultural Resources Goals and Objectives

GOAL 8.1: ENCOURAGE PROTECTION AND ENHANCEMENT OF ARCHITECHTURAL, CULTURAL AND HISTORIC
RESOURCES
The City of Marshall has worked through many efforts to protect and enhance these resources. The City will
remain committed to this cause and will continue to preserve and promote its heritage.
Objective 8.1.1-Continue to utilize the Marshall Historic Preservation Commission as the body responsible for
the protection and preservation of historic sites.
The Marshall Historic Preservation Commission is empowered by City Ordinance with roles, responsibilities
and powers in relation to historic preservation efforts.
Objective 8.1.2-Marshall will continue its historic preservation efforts as guided by City Ordinance (Article XVIIHistoric Preservation).
This ordinance not only creates the Historic Preservation Commission and outlines its responsibilities, but it
also outlines the landmarks designation process and other relevant programs and criteria to assist in
preservation efforts.
Objective 8.1.3-Review Article XVII of the City Code of Ordinances and amend as necessary.
The City will review Article XVII of the City Code of Ordinances when necessary. Special circumstances could
arise or state statutes could be amended or created that could spur these reviews.
Objective 8.1.4-Conduct the proper review of all structures submitted for building or demolition permits to
deem them either historic or non-historic structures.
The City will notify the Historic Preservation Commission of all structures or sites being permitted to allow
them the ability to review for historic significance.
GOAL 8.2: PRESERVE AND PROMOTE THE CULTURE OF MARSHALL
All communities are known for their culture--it is the biggest draw for visitors, new residents and new
businesses. The culture is the community's identity. The City of Marshall wishes to preserve its strong culture
and continue the legacy for many years to come.
Objective 8.2.1-Encourage the education of citizens, young and old, of the culture and history of Marshall.
The City, acting through the Marshall Public Library, offers programs providing educational opportunities on
the culture and history of Marshall, Illinois and our nation. The Marshall Public Library is a perfect venue for
this and will continue to provide these services. The City also owns Harlan Hall and will continue to utilize a
portion of this building as a National Road Welcome Center to share the history of the National Road and
Marshall. The City will work to alert citizens of the historic resources available to them at the Marshall Public
Library, Clark County Courthouse, Clark County Genealogical Library, churches and cemeteries.
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Objective 8.2.2-Support others' historic and cultural resources efforts.
The City will work to assist other organizations, such as Marshall Main Street, Gaslight Art Colony and the
National Road Association of Illinois, in providing additional educational opportunities for residents and
visitors. The City will also work to support future efforts.
Objective 8.2.3-Support traditions and help to create new ones.
Many festivals and events take place in Marshall that have become a large part of its culture. The City of
Marshall will continue to support these efforts and search for opportunities to create new traditions in the
future.
Objective 8.2.4-Promote pride in the strong Marshall culture.
Marshall is known as a proud community. This pride shows in its cleanliness, in the preservation of its historic
structures, in its strong commitment to education and in its support of the many sports programs. The City will
work to uphold this culture by participating in the planning of local festivals and events, assisting in the City's
cleanliness and the support of local sports efforts.
Objective 8.2.5-Coordinate a "Spruce up Marshall Day" with other local organizations.
The City will work with the Chamber of Commerce and other organizations to coordinate a yearly event in
which the community comes together to clean, pull weeds, paint or anything else that may need done to keep
Marshall clean and welcoming.
Objective 8.2.6-Develop an "Adopt-A-Neighborhood" program.
The City will work with other organizations, including the schools, to create a program that would charge
residents, young and old, to take care of their neighborhoods. Incentives could be offered to the most wellkept neighborhood or some other type of friendly competition could be developed to encourage and motivate
participation.
Objective 8.2.7-Promote the culture and history of Marshall to attract new visitors.
The City of Marshall will work to promote the cultural and historic aspects of Marshall in hopes to attract new
visitors. The City will use opportunities to partner with other agencies to ensure their efforts are being
received by a broad audience.
Objective 8.2.8-Encourage communication and shared ventures amongst all community organizations charged
with historic and cultural resource efforts.
Many organizations work on different aspects of historic and cultural development, preservation, and
promotion throughout the City and the region. The City will work to pull these groups together to discuss
partnerships and creating joint efforts to increase efficiencies.
Objective 8.2.9-Continue to identify funding opportunities to assist with historic and cultural resource projects
and efforts.
The City will continue its efforts to locate outside funding for projects slated for the future.
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Green Initiatives Goals and Objectives

GOAL 9.1: ENCOURAGE RECYCLING INITIATIVES
The City of Marshall will work to encourage recycling options for residents and businesses. Currently
these efforts are not strong within the City but it is committed to changing this.
Objective 9.1.1-Appoint a committee to serve as advisors to the City Council on recycling efforts.
A group of concerned and motivated citizens were identified through the comprehensive planning
process that is passionate about recycling efforts. This group could serve as an asset to the City
Council as they move forward in decision-making in this area.
Objective 9.1.2-Determine the feasibility of implementing the following recommendations from the Clark County
Solid Waste Management Plan:
1.
The City should look into the feasibility of establishing curbside recycling programs
or drop-off centers through either private, public or not-for-profit entities. The City should then
enter into discussions with waste haulers and local recycling centers to implement these curbside
and/or drop-off programs.
2.
The City should designate that residential recycling programs collect, at a minimum,
newspaper, glass, aluminum and steel/bi-metal cans, as well as PET and HDPE plastic containers (as
markets are available). Priorities for determining additional materials to collect should include
availability of markets, cost-effectiveness of collection and the potential volume or weight reduction
incurred due to recycling the material.
3.
The City should develop a procurement policy that would give preference to
recycled-content materials wherever economically and practically feasible and strongly encourage
other units of government to develop similar policies. Attempts should be made to purchase postconsumer recycled paper, post-consumer plastic products, re- refined oil and
remanufactured/retread tires for government vehicles and compost for landscaping in parks,
wherever such use is practical and economical.
4.
Clark County and the municipalities should jointly apply for single-day Household
Hazardous Waste (HHW) collection event with the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency.
5.
The City should look into adopting an ordinance requiring a local siting application fee of
at least $100,000 for new or expanded landfill facilities and $50,000 for municipal waste transfer stations.
Filing fees are used to review the technical aspects of local siting applications and assist local
governments in covering the costs of conducting a public hearing pursuant to Section 39.2 of the
Environmental Protection Act. The ordinance should stipulate that any portion of the filing fee not spent
by the siting authority shall be returned to the applicant.
6.
The City should conduct an education effort concerning source reduction and
reuse by developing local information brochures, hand-outs, newsletters, news releases, posters,
displays, as well as radio public service announcements. The education effort should be conducted
on a regular basis; and should include the following:
• Education programs held in schools given by the Recycling Coordinator and/or teachers;
• Science fairs with waste reduction themes;
• A newspaper column stressing waste reduction themes;
• An Adopt-A-Highway program to encourage community service organization
involvement in the source reduction education program.
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Objective 9.1.3-Partner with other organizations to implement a recycling program.
The City can work with the Clark County Health Department, the Coles County Regional
Planning and Development Commission, U of I Extension, Lake Land College and Indiana State
University in developing a well-rounded recycling approach.
Objective 9.1.4-Continue the Citywide Cleanup.
The City currently offers a Citywide Cleanup annually. This activity assists in keeping the City looking clean
and neat. The City will continue to offer this service as it deems feasible.
Objective 9.1.5-Continue to offer yard waste services.
The City currently offers yard waste services. This allows residents to dispose of their yard
waste without burning or allowing it to accumulate on their properties.
Objective 9.1.6-Continue the City mulch program with increased awareness.
Currently the city mulches all lawn waste collected along with any tree and brush clippings
generated by City operations. This mulch is then made available to citizens at no charge. The
challenge in the past is getting rid of all the mulch created. It was determined that the lack of
awareness is the cause for low usage. The City will make a stronger effort to make the public aware
of this service.
Objective 9.1.7-Promote the use of the Illinois Manufacturing Excellence Center (IMEC) and other
agencies by local manufacturers and industry to learn how to minimize the impact their processes
have on the environment, avoid landfills and reduce consumption in operations.
Manufacturing has a big impact on the City's economy, but it also has a big impact on the
environment. The City will work with these local industries to steer them toward resources that
can help save them money while conserving the environment.
GOAL 9.2: COMMITMENT TO SUSTAINABILITY
The City wishes to operate in a manner that does not over-consume or waste our natural resources
and put undue stress on our environment.
Objective 9.2.1-The City wishes to commit to energy efficiency measures in its facilities and operations.
The City will work to include energy efficiency measures whenever feasible in the future
construction or renovation of facilities. The City will work to purchase energy efficient vehicles or
retrofit existing vehicles to be more energy efficient for operations. The City will work to increase
the efficient use of vehicles and other energy-consuming equipment.
Objective 9.2.2-Investigate the use of alternative energy sources for future power generation.
The City will investigate opportunities to utilize renewable or alternative energy sources for future power
generation.
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Objective 9.2.3-Identifying funding for sustainability projects.
The City will work to identify funding opportunities to assist with implementing sustainability projects.
Possible Funding Options: Illinois Energy Now Programs
Objective 9.2.4-Continue in efforts to limit the amount of paper used in operations.
The City currently offers paperless billing for utility customers. The City offers many forms and
manuals available online. The City will continue to work toward becoming a paperless operation
when feasible.
Objective 9.2.5-Continue participating in the Tree City USA program.
The City of Marshall has been a Tree City USA for over 20 years. The City will continue to participate in the
program.
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Community/Regional Initiatives Goals and Objectives

GOAL 10.1: INCREASE COLLABORATION AMONGST COMMUNITY/REGIONAL ORANIZATIONS
The City of Marshall has been working with community, county, regional and state organizations on many
initiatives. Those efforts can always be further developed or expanded. The City is committed to using these
collaborative efforts not only as a way to support its citizenry but also to stay abreast of local and regional
happenings. The City can also use these ties to promote the City to outside visitors, potential residents and
potential businesses.
Objective 10.1.1-Continue active involvement with the Marshall Chamber and Marshall Main Street.
The City will continue to work alongside these organizations and support their efforts, especially in the areas of
community marketing, business development and business recruitment.
Objective 10.1.2-Continue active involvement in regional and statewide marketing endeavors.
The City will continue to maintain marketing partnerships and will look for more opportunities to work with
others to promote Marshall. These entities can work together to designate "trails" by packaging like
activities/venues together and then marketing these through regional and statewide organizations and
publications.
Objective 10.1.3-Continue to work with Mill Creek and Lincoln Trail on promotional endeavors.
The City will continue to work with the local parks to draw more visitors to the area.
Possible Funding Options: Illinois Tourism Bureau Programs
Objective 10.1.4- Schedule events in conjuncture with other events to create a "bigger" attraction.
The Chamber will work with the City and other organizations to get events appealing to the same audience
scheduled during the same timeframe. This helps keep visitors in the area longer and works to increase
attendance by drawing a larger group of people. These groups can then work on cross promoting their events.
Also, the City and Chamber can work to increase tour bus traffic through Marshall by further promoting to the
organizations/companies who schedule them.
Objective 10.1.5-Develop a relationship amongst all Chambers in Clark County.
The City has a direct relationship with the Marshall Chamber of Commerce. The City and the Marshall Chamber
feel that it would be beneficial for all Clark County Chambers to work together and build a strong relationship.
Some ways to do this are through the further expansion of the Countywide Business Expo or the Buy Local
campaign, which could be cross-promotional efforts made countywide.
Objective 10.1.6-Develop and Execute a Community Organization Survey to analyze needs.
Assist the Chamber and the U of I Extension in creating and disbursing a community organization survey to
collect information on current board members, board terms, contact information and meeting schedules and
needs of the organizations. The Chamber currently maintains a database of these organizations and could
easily expand it to include this additional information.
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GOAL 10.2: DEVELOP AN UNIFIED MARKETING PLAN FOR THE CITY
Currently the City works closely with many organizations within its boundaries. However, an unified marketing
plan has never been developed to set goals and objectives, assign responsibilities or create budgets for these
activities. The City believes that this plan would create a more efficient and effective approach to promoting
the City.
Objective 10.2.1-Develop a unified theme for the City of Marshall.
The City and Chamber are currently working on a unified theme for the community. This theme will serve as
the foundation for a unified marketing plan.
Objective 10.2.2- Increase participation in developing the City of Marshall Community Calendar.
The Chamber currently invites all community organizations to a meeting twice a year to put together the
community events calendar. The Chamber then posts all events on the clarkcountyilnow.com website. The City
can also work to post these events on the local City cable channel.
Objective 10.2.3-Continue to keep the City's website updated with links to all other community organizations.
The City of Marshall currently links to several of the other community organizations. It will continue to keep
these links updated and make additions as necessary.
Objective 10.2.4- Increase connectivity between the I-70 businesses and the businesses south of U.S. 40.
The City will work with the Chamber and other organizations to further develop marketing aimed at I-70
travelers. These initiatives could include putting a brochure holder/kiosk at Wal-Mart, continual updates to the
binders at the hotels/motels, table tents or placements at the restaurants, erecting a themed information
kiosk at a site near I-70, providing hospitality training to local businesses, developing QR codes to be placed
throughout Marshall that would link to websites with more information on the City, and placement of an
electronic sign that would relay community events for travelers to see.
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Housing Goals and Objectives

GOAL 11.1: PROVIDE DIVERSE HOUSING OPTIONS INCLUDING AFFORDABLE HOUSING
The City of Marshall will work to maintain a diverse mix of housing options available to meet current and
future demands. As the City's population changes demographically and quantitatively, housing will need to be
adjusted to best suit the community's needs.
Objective 11.1.1-Increase the amount of single-family housing units in the City.
The City will investigate areas where new developments are best suited, work to expand public infrastructure
to these targeted areas and consider incentives such as waiving utility connection fees or reducing building
permit fees.
Objective 11.1.2-Increase the amount of multi-family units in the City.
The City will investigate areas where new developments are best suited, work to expand public infrastructure
to these targeted areas and work with developers to identify potential funding options through state and
federal agencies.
Objective 11.1.3-Provide sound and healthy quality housing for residents of the City.
The City will investigate hiring a building inspector, especially for the construction of multi-family units, to
ensure that housing is being constructed in accordance with codes and is safe for inhabitants.
Objective 11.1.4-Consider the creation of a Housing Committee.
The City will consider the creation of a Housing Committee to explore housing programs and initiatives for the
City when moving forward with future housing decisions.
Objective 11.1.5-Review and revise the Zoning Ordinance.
The City will review and revise the current Zoning Ordinance to remedy constraints this ordinance puts on new
construction projects.
GOAL 11.2: REHABILITATING, REMODELING AND REMEDYING CURRENT HOUSING STOCK
As with any community, Marshall's current housing stock is aging. Continual maintenance and upgrades must
occur in order for the housing to remain safe and habitable. When properties are not maintained, after a
certain point, these properties are no longer structurally sound and serve as an eyesore and a safety concern
for the community.
Objective 11.2.1-Review, revise and enforce maintenance codes.
The City will review the current maintenance codes for residential property upkeep and appearance, revise if
necessary, and begin to enforce.
Objective 11.2.2-Provide incentives for residential property owners to make improvements.
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The City will work to create incentives that would encourage property owners to increase their homes' energy
efficiency and appearance and to demolish dilapidated housing structures.
Objective 11.2.3-Review and revise current Residential Demolition/Rebuild Grant Program.
The City will work to review and revise the current Residential Demolition/Rebuild Grant program to increase
the use of the program and to decrease the number of dilapidated housing structures in the City.
Objective 11.2.4-Appropriate funds yearly for condemning housing structures.
The City will work to create a program for condemning homes. It is in the City's best interest for the property
owners to demolish these homes, therefore the City will work with the property owners first and try to
encourage this activity prior to incurring condemnation expenses.
Objective 11.2.5-Develop a plan for remedying issues with vacant properties.
The City will work to derive a plan of action to rid the community of vacant, problem properties. The City will
work to develop a list of options and which circumstances call for each of the options outlined.
Objective 11.2.6-Identify outside funding sources to assist in housing rehabilitation efforts.
The City will work to identify funding sources for housing rehabilitation programs. Such programs currently
exist through the Illinois Housing Development Authority and through the Illinois Department of Commerce
and Economic Opportunity.
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Future Land Use Goals and Objectives

GOAL 12.1: ENCOURAGE SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENTS
The City will work to encourage sustainable developments. These developments will decrease the impact of
urban sprawl while making the most efficient use of City resources in regards to infrastructure.
Objective 12.1.1-Encourage contiguous developments.
The City wishes to develop land in areas where developments already exist. This will provide for the most
efficient use of resources and the least amount of burden on the City to provide additional infrastructure and
service.
Objective 12.1.2-Encourage wise consumption of land for developments.
The City is surrounded by agricultural land that is prime for development. On the same note, agriculture is one
of the key drivers of the local and state economies. The City wishes to encourage those who would like to
develop this land in the future to not purchase land in excess of the developer's needs. This will allow the least
amount of impact by decommissioning as little land as possible.
GOAL 12.2: PRESERVE "SMALL TOWN" CHARM DURING GROWTH
The City of Marshall is projected to grow at a slow pace, however, one large development would make a
substantial impact on that growth projection in a matter of months. With that in mind, Marshall will work to
maintain its "small town" atmosphere through well-thought-out growth decisions and the avoidance of
inappropriate development.
Objective 12.2.1-Preserve Marshall's historic charm.
Marshall is known for its historic treasures and charm. Since this is a large part of its culture and serves as a
foundation for its tourism draw, Marshall will want to keep this in mind when making future development
decisions.
Objective 12.2.2-Preserve Marshall's clean and tidy appearance.
Marshall is also known for its clean and tidy appearance. It is a town that prides itself on its beautiful tree-lined
streets, well-kept homes and landscaped yards. When making decisions about future developments, the City
will evaluate the development's impact on the City's appearance and atmosphere.
GOAL 12.3: PROVIDE ADEQUATE CHOICES FOR DIFFERENT TYPES OF DEVELOPMENTS
The City wishes to ensure that plenty of development locations are available for those looking to build a home,
locate a business, or construct a manufacturing facility.
Objective 12.3.1-Provide a wide variety of land locations to serve present and future residential land use needs.
The City will encourage those who wish to purchase property for residential land use to purchase vacant lots
located in current residential areas or to build where land is suitable for residential activity. The City will
attempt to maintain its low-density residential patterns while ensuring residential areas are available to all
income levels.
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attempt to maintain its low-density residential patterns while ensuring residential areas are available to all
income levels.
Objective 12.3.2-Provide a wide variety of locations for commercial development activities that are located
throughout the City and are sensitive to residential activities.
The City will encourage those who wish to develop land for commercial purposes to do so where land is
suitable for commercial activity, preferably on vacant land located in a current commercial area. Commercial
activity is best suited throughout the City along I-70, US 40, IL 1 and near the courthouse square.
Objective 12.3.3-Provide a variety of locations for industrial development activities.
The City will encourage industrial land use activities to occur along major transportation corridors, where
current infrastructure is present and separate from residential populations.
Objective 12.3.4-Designate land use one and one-half miles beyond Marshall's corporate limits to protect the
areas bordering the City while allowing for contiguous land use designations in case of future annexation.
The City will designate land use adjacent to its corporate limits in order to protect the City against unwanted
developments and to ensure alignment in land use in case the City would want to annex this property in the
future.
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Future Land Use Map
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PART III: IMPLEMENTATION
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Implementation

A successful planning document is evident through the management of the document and on the
implementation procedure of the plan itself. In accordance with 65 ILCS 5/11-12, municipalities may prepare a
comprehensive plan for the development of the community. A useful plan relies on: an open and organized
process, strong community leadership, good information and careful management. The final section of this
document details those key elements to the success of this plan.

The Planning Process
Since the beginning of the planning process, the City of Marshall has depended on an open and organized
process for the development of this document. Much time was spent to select a representative group to serve
on the Comprehensive Plan Steering Committee and to develop a strong Public Participation Plan. The
execution of the Public Participation Plan has ensured citizen involvement throughout the entire process. This
involvement included those who represent historically underserved portions of the population and those most
greatly impacted by the 2008 flood, business owners, community leaders and those citizens who take pride in
their community and wished to volunteer their time, knowledge and talents to help construct it.
Regular meetings of the Comprehensive Plan Steering Committee kept this planning process very organized.
Constant communication existed amongst this group throughout the nine months this plan was being
developed. These measures ensured the first ingredient of a successful plan – an open and organized planning
process.

Community Leadership
Strong community leadership is the second ingredient to creating a successful planning document. Strong
community leadership is evident in the City of Marshall. This situation was unique in that the City Council who
elected to apply for funding to prepare this plan was not the Council that was involved in developing it due to
an election in between. These changes included half the Council being new as well as the Mayor. Amazingly,
this planning process was able to stay on schedule and the Mayor and Council was very active in the
development of this plan. Community Leadership is also evident during the public meetings as these meetings
were attended by both members of the community and community leaders alike. Obviously, the City of
Marshall’s strong community spirit was crucial in the planning process.

Good Information
Information included in this plan came from a variety of sources. In order for a plan to be useful, developers
must be conscientious to the importance of good information. Detailing the City’s current conditions and
community profile depend on good information. Without it, the City would not be able to make logical
decisions on goals and objectives for the City’s future. Information obtained for this plan was gathered from a
number of sources. Where possible, information gathered was verified or provided by City sources for
accuracy and completeness.

Careful Management
Careful management of the planning document is the fourth element to the success of a plan. The plan must
be continuously reviewed and revised in order to ensure that public goals and objectives are understood.
Annual adjustments to the plan are recommended and comprehensive update to the plan should be
considered every five years. Annual adjustments would include removing any of the goals or objectives that
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have been completed or make updates to them based on changes in current conditions. The City should
designate an employee to review the Plan yearly and make recommended amendments to the City Council for
adoption.
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